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The structures of the spin and form bundles over the universal cosmos i$f, and 
their relations with corresponding bundles over the Minkowski space Mu canoni- 
cally imbedded in a, are treated. Wave equations covariant with respect to the 
causal group G of R are studied, their solution manifolds and other stable (essen- 
tially positive-energy) invariant subspaces of the section spaces of the bundles are 
determined, and the indecomposability of relevant invariant subspace chains is 
shown. Explicit parallelizations of the bundles are applied to the Dirac and 
Maxwell equations on a. A basis for spinor fields that diagonalizes a complete set 
of if-covariant quantum numbers (g = maximal essentially compact subgroup 
of G) is developed. Local multilinear invariants of bundles over 6l are treated and 
specialized to convergent mathematical versions of the Fermi and Yukawa 
interaction Lagrangians that are G-invariant for the appropriate conformal weights. 
The physically fundamental cases of spinors and forms on the model for 
space-time that is particularly natural from the standpoints of causality, 
symmetry, and universality are developed here from the same general 
standpoint as in [I]. Invariant wave equations-those of Dirac and 
Maxwell-arise automatically from the bundle structure as specifications of 
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the temporal subgroup action on invariant subspaces of the spaces of 
sections of the corresponding bundles. Explicit parallelizations are given that 
facilitate analysis of concrete issues regarding these spaces, which in 
physical terms represent spinor, electromagnetic, and other fields. Among 
such issues are stability (positivity of various forms of the “energy”); the 
analytic relations between the relevant wave equations in the universal 
cosmos a, the basic space-time in this treatment, and in Minkowski space 
M,, which is invariantly contained in R; the structure of the composition 
series of the stable spinor bundle; the spectral resolution of a basic complete 
set of quantum numbers (or i&-covariant state vector labels). 
Since the background and motivation of the study of which this is Part II 
were indicated in [ 11, it sufftces here to indicate more specifically the 
organization of this part. With a view to later applications to the 
mathematical study of interactions, a general study of multilinear invariants 
of section spaces of bundles, representative of mathematical counterparts to 
some of the formal interaction Lagrangians used in physical theory, is made 
in the first section. The role of the dual bundle physically representative of 
the anti-particle to that represented by the bundle is emphasized here. 
Proceeding then in order of increasing spin, the spin-l/2 bundle, i.e.. 
spinor fields, are treated in a fashion parallel to that for scalar fields in ] 1 ], 
However, a variety of complications develope as a consequence of the non- 
triviality of the fiber. Remarkably, the qualitative picture that emerges, which 
was in part summarized in [2], is quite parallel to that in the scalar case. 
Thus, the stable subspace has a two-step composition series, and the 
extension is an essential one. Unlike the most distinctive conformally 
invariant subspace in the scalar case, which lived on a 2-fold cover of the 
conformal compactification of Minkowski space, the corresponding subspace 
here lives on the 4-fold cover. These notable subspaces arise only for specific 
conformal weights (sometimes called conformal or canonical dimensions). 
However, other values of the weights determine fields that satisfy physically 
indicated stability and causality criteria, and are studied here. 
Following the treatment of the spinor bundle, the form bundle is studied in 
the next section by a direct g-invariant parallelization. Parallelized 
formulations of Maxwell’s equations are developed both for 2-forms and I- 
forms in a g-invariant Lorentz gauge (i.e., in theoretical physical terms, both 
for electromagnetic fields and potentials). The final section illustrates and 
applies the earlier ones by a treatment of the conformal invariance of 
mathematical versions of the Fermi and Yukawa interaction Lagrangians. 
The integrated Lagrangians exist here, unlike the case of Minkowski space, 
as convergent integrals for sections that, e.g., satisfy the Dirac and/or 
Maxwell equations. 
Being part of a systematic study, the present work is not designed to seek 
idiosyncratic features, but some further points of comparison between field 
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theory for these bundles in &I and M, are of physical and mathematical 
interest. Unlike the situation in M,, there is a clear-cut distinction in $l 
between the “neutrino” representation,-which gives the conformal transfor- 
mation rules for a perfectly finite (i.e., non-infinitesimal) invariant subspace 
of the spinor bundle,-and a natural candidate for the “electron” represen- 
tation (inclusive of all masses). The former is a “small” representation in, 
e.g., the physically relevant sense that sections are determined by their 
Cauchy data at fixed times, while the latter is of normal size; the “mass” 
must be fixed in order for the Cauchy data to determine the section. 
Moreover, both the neutrino and photon fields have non-vanishing lowest 
(“universal”) energies, as a consequence of which so-called infra-red 
singularities that are troublesome in Minkowski space are avoided. Photon 
fields live on the conformal compactilication a, and the usual trilinear 
Lagrangian for the charged spinor field-photon interaction, in its confor- 
mally invariant form (for “massless” spinors), has a finite and conformally 
invariant space-time integral over a 4-fold cover of M, as a special case of 
the (slightly generalized) Yukawa interaction earlier cited. 
In general the present results indicate considerable rigidity in the structure 
of elementary particle models, which in apparent fundamental forms change 
less than might have been expected on passage from M, to 6’l; but that quite 
material, potentially empirically significant differences do exist. In addition, 
while there are algebraic and geometrical complications in the treatment in 
A relative to that in M,, analytically the fields on fi are better behaved. 
Thus, in addition to the earlier-indicated convergence of integrated 
Lagrangians for fields that vanish almost nowhere on M,, scattering theory 
is much simplified, propagation from time -co to time +co being 
transformed effectively into propagation from universal time --7[ to universal 
time +n; operators whose trace is in question (e.g., the exponentiated 
hamiltonians involved in the Planck and Fermi laws) do indeed have 
absolutely convergent trace (which they lack in M,); all smooth everywhere- 
defined solutions to the Dirac and .Maxwell equations are normalizable 
(which they are not in MO), and distribution solutions are simply derivatives 
of normalizable ones. 
This Part II of a series continues the numbering of Part I, referred to 
below as (I), as regards sections, theorems, etc., and the notation is 
consistent with that introduced in (I), q.v. for notations not developed below. 
VI. DUALS, INVARIANTS, WEIGHTS 
6.1. Introduction 
Induction from a given representation of an isotropy subgroup to a bundle, 
followed by formation of the induced representation on the space of sections, 
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or briefly, formation of the induced Jeld, does not quite commute with 
canonical operations on representations. Thus the dual or anti-dual of the 
induced field is not exactly the field induced from the dual or anti-dual of the 
inducing representation. Relatedly, the local invariants of the induced fields 
are not precisely in correspondence with the invariants of the inducing 
representations, but involve also the transformation group context. 
Duality of fields is involved in the modelling of the physical concept of 
anti-particle. Multilinear invariants are commonly used in the theoretical 
description of interactions. These notions will be dealt with in a preliminary 
way in this section. Section 9 will apply the results to spinor fields and forms 
and treat mathematical counterparts of the Fermi and Yukawa Lagrangians. 
6.2. Duals and Anti-duals 
Given a topological linear space L, the dual f, (resp. anti-dual L) is 
defined as the linear vector space consisting of all continuous linear (resp. 
anti-linear) functionals f on L. (“Anti-linear”’ means that f(nx) = 12f(x) for 
all ,J E C and x E L.) The dual I? (resp. anti-dual Z?) of a representation R of 
a group G on L is the canonical representation of G defined by the equation: 
(R^(g)f)(x) = f(R(g) ~ ’ x) for g E G, x E L, and f E f. (resp. in the same 
way for f E t). 
In the relevant case in which L is a Hilbert space H, the dual and anti- 
dual representations are canonically (anti-linearly or linearly, respectively) 
equivalent to representations in H. For applications it is important to include 
the case of a quasi-Hilbert space, by which is meant a topological linear 
vector space H endowed with a non-degenerate hermitian sesquilinear form 
(. , .) (which is not necessarily positive definite), and topologized in such a 
manner that the only continuous linear functionals f on H are those of the 
form x--r (x, JJ) for some y in H. (Such a topology is always available, e.g., 
the weak topology defined by these functionals.) 
For arbitrary x E H, let x# denote the linear functional on H given by the 
equation x”(y) = ( y, x). The canonical anti-linear mapping Cabs: x -+ x# 
from H onto its dual carries the representation l? into the representation 
g-, R(g-I)*, where the superscript * denotes the Hilbert space adjoint 
(cf. below). Similarly, there exists a canonical linear equivalence between the 
representation E and the representation g -+ R(g- ‘)* of G on H. It will 
normally involve no essential loss of clarity to identify the abstract dual and 
anti-dual representations with their given concrete forms in H. 
Somewhat more generally, two continuous representations R and R’ of a 
topological group G on respective topological linear spaces L and L’ are 
said to be in duality (resp. anti-duality) in case there is given a continuous 
non-degenerate bilinear (resp. sesquilinear) form F on L x L’ such that 
F(R(g)x, R’(g)x’) = F(x, x’) for arbitrary x E L and x’ E L’. In the case of 
a representation in a quasi-Hilbert space and its anti-dual representation, the 
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form F(x, x’) = (x, x’) is such an invariant. The notation (e, .) may be used 
for general spaces in anti-duality or duality when the definition of (. , .) is 
clear from the context. If A and A ’ are continuous linear operators on L and 
L’ such that (Ax, y) = (x, A ‘y) for all x in L in and y in L’, then A and A ’ 
are mutually adjoint, and A ’ may be denoted as A ’ or A *, consistently with 
normal usage, depending on whether the spaces are in duality or anti-duality. 
A representation R in a quasi-Hilbert space is said to be quasi-unitary in 
case each R(g), g E G, is quasi-unitary, i.e., preserves the quasi-unitary 
structure. Such a representaion is anti-unitarily equivalent to its dual (or 
contragredient) representation via the mapping Cabs and unitarily equivalent 
to its anti-dual via the map x + p. 
6.3. Bundle Duality 
The general context here is that of a bundle on a homogeneous space G/H 
of a Lie group G modulo a closed subgroup H, induced from a given 
representation R of H. Because it may be appropriate in applications to 
induce from points of G/H other than the coset H itself, as exemplified in (I), 
it is convenient to develope the treatment in terms of the (abstractly 
equivalent) notions of a given transitive transformation group G of a 
manifold M together with induction from a given representation of the 
subgroup GXO fixing an arbitrary given point x0 of M. For any such given R, 
and arbitrary complex A, the equation 
h(g) = @et dxog>-” R(g) 
defines another representation, assuming that GXO is simply-connected and 
that the indicated power is defined so as to give a local representation near 
g = e. This representation R, induces a bundle that is said to be reweighted 
relative to that induced from R, of relative (bundle) weight A. For reasons 
made clear by Theorem 6.1, the dual (resp. anti-dual) bundle to that induced 
from R is defined as that induced from (g), (resp. (R),). 
Throughout this article the terms “parallelized” and “parallelization” refer 
to the specific type of parallelization treated in Section 4 of (I). 
“Parallelizing subgroup” will mean either the subgroup N of Theorem 4.1 or 
the subgroup NO of Theorem 4.3. The element of a regular measure invariant 
under the parallelizing subgroup (and so equivalent to the left-invariant 
measure on this subgroup) will be denoted as dx. “Smooth” will mean 
inlinitely differentiable unless otherwise indicated. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let R and i% denote the (spaces of) smooth parallelized 
fields of compact support induced from the finite-dimensional representation 
R of GXO and its bundle dual, respectively. 
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Then the bilinear form 
(@P, yv> = i’ (a(x), Y(x)) dx (@ER, YER) (6.1) ” ,M 
is G-invariant. 
Proof: The following somewhat more general result is the basis of the 
proof and later corollaries. 
LEMMA 6.1.1. Let S(g, x) denote the multiplier for the R-bundle over M 
in parallelized form. Then the multiplier S,(g, x) for the R,-bundle, i.e., that 
induced by the reweighted representation of relative weight 1, is given by the 
equation 
S,(g, x) = Sk, x> JW’, xY3 (6.2a) 
where J( g, x) denotes the Jacobian d(gx)/dx of g at x. The multiplier S(g, x) 
for the R-bundle is given by the equation 
qg, x) = S(g-‘, g-lx)“. (6.2b) 
Proof of Lemma. Consider first the case of a global parallelization given 
by Theorem 4.1. Then if R, is as above 
S,(g, x) = R,(g*) = R(g*)(det d,&g*)me’)~4 
= S(g, x)(det d,o(g*))‘)-‘. 
It suffices therefore to show that 
det dXO(x,,(#(g-‘)x)-l g-‘xx;‘) = d(g-‘)/dx. 
The left side of this putative equation is a product of live Jacobians, of which 
only the third, d(g-‘x)/d x, is not clearly identically one, the others being 
Jacobians of translations by elements of N, which preserve dx. 
Now consider the case of a possibly local parallelization by a subgroup 
N,, in accordance with Theorem 4.3. The analysis is similar except that in 
place of the left side of the last putative equation one has the expression 
det d,((J-‘(#(g-‘)x))-’ g--‘(J-‘x)), 
which is a product of three Jacobians. The first and third of these are iden- 
tically one since J-‘(N) c N, and N, leaves invariant the element of 
measure dx. 
To show that (6.2b) is valid, note that S(g, x))’ = S(g-‘, g-lx), whence 
j’(g,x) = d(g*) = (R(g*))‘)‘= (S(g,x))‘)T = S(g-‘, g-lx)‘. 
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Completion, proof of theorem. Let @ and Y be arbitrary smooth 
compactly-supported sections of the parallelized R- and @),-bundles over 
M, and let the actions of G on these bundles be denoted as U and 0. Then 
for arbitrary g in G, 
(Vg>@, &F”) = 1’ (W> @(xl, @g) ul(x>) dx 
M 
= 1 ; (S(g, x) @(g-‘4, g(g, x) Y’(g-‘x)) dx. 
By Lemma 6.1.1, .!?(g,x) =J(g-I, x) S(g-r, g-‘x)r, implying that the last 
expression may be written as 
I (Sk, x> @(g-*x), SW’, g-‘xjT Y’(g-‘x)) J(g-‘, x) dx M 
= 1^ (Q(x), Y(x)) dx. M 
COROLLARY 6.1.1. With the same hypothesis and notation as in 
Theorem 6.1, suppose the finite-dimensional representations R , ,..., R, of G,O 
have the invariant 
6x I,..., xn> = W,(g) XI ,..., R,(g) xi,), g E G.xg 
F being multilinear (or sesquilinear) on R, x . . . x R, . Let RI denote Rl 
after reweighting with real relative weight Aj and suppose that 
A, + ... + A, = 1. Let Bj denote the space of parallelized smooth sections of 
compact support of the bundle induced from R,\. Then the multi- (or sesqui-) 
linear form on B; X ..a X BA 
(@ I,..., @,,I + F(@,(x) ,..., Q,,(x)) dx, J cDj E B;, M 
is G-invariant. 
Proof The proof is a slight variant of that for the theorem. 
COROLLARY 6.1.2. With the same hypothesis and notation as 
Corollary 6.1.1, suppose that there are two parallelizing subgroups, N and 
NO, as treated in Theorem 4.3, and that the N- and NO-invariant volume 
elements dx and dX are scaled so as to be equal at the point e in 
Theorem 4.3. Then 
[ 
“M 
F(@,(x) ,..., Q,(x)) dx = 1 F@;,(x) ,..., Q,,(x)) dX 
M 
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whenever Qj and &j are the fields parallelized by N and N,, respectively, for 
a given abstract section ai having support in the open region where the N,,- 
parallelization is deJned. 
Prooj By Theorem 4.3, 
and 
dqx) = R/(x,,(J- ‘x) - ’ xx, ‘) Qj(X), 
Rjk) = (det d,,, g> -,li Rj(g>. 
Since F is multilinear and an invariant for the representations Rj, and since 
/I, + *** + A, = 1, it sufftces to show that the following relation holds at the 
point x: 
{ det d,Jx,(J- ‘x) ~ ’ xx; ‘)} ’ dx’ = dx. 
This relation is equivalent to the relation 
dx’= det d,((J-‘x)-l x) dx. 
Since dx and dX agree at e, and are invariant under the actions of x in N and 
J-lx in N,,, this last equation is valid. 
6.4. Conformal Weight 
A related but distinct notion of weight plays an important part in the 
study of conformal bundles. A representation R of p is said to be of 
(conformal) weight W, w being a given complex number, in case R(S,) = A”‘Z 
for 1 real and positive, S, denoting the transformation x -+ Ax in Minkowski 
space, and P here denoting the physical Poincart group. A useful example is 
given by 
COROLLARV 6.1.3. Let R denote the one-dimensional representation of p 
of conformal weight w that is trivial on homogeneous Lorentz transfor- 
mations and vector translations in M,. Its bundle dual I?, then has 
conformal weight 4 - w. 
Proof. This consists essentially of the computation of dg at the inducing 
point, which here is -I in U(2). By multiplicativity it suffices to treat three 
cases: (i)g = S,; (ii) g is a Minkowski space translation; (iii) g is a 
homogeneous Lorentz transformation. Using the symbol - to mean equality 
within terms of second order in W = Z + I, Z being arbitrary in U(2), 
observe that if g = (“, i), then 
AZ+B-(B-A)(If(B--A)~‘AW), 
cz+Ll-(D-C)(I+(D-C)-‘CW) 
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whence 
(AZ + B)(CZ + 0) - ’ 
-(II-A)(Z+(B-A)-‘Aw)(Z-(D-C)-‘Cw)(D-C)-’. 
Thus dg evaluated at -Z is the linear transformation 
w-p-A)((&-A)-‘A-(D-C)-‘C)W(D-C)-1. 
In the case of the scale transformation S,, if A= e’ then g = 
( - ::;l,;;; ~ gy//22 ). It follows that dg acts as follows: 
W-1 -ef’2(-eP”2 cosh(t/2) + e-‘j2 sinh(t/2)) We-‘12 = e-/W. 
Thus dg evaluated at -Z is multiplication by e-‘, so that det dg-’ is e4’ = A4. 
For translations in M,, g takes the form g = (‘T; ,f,) with f in h(2). It 
follows that dg,= -, carries W into -(-(Z + f) + f) W = W, so dg,, -, and 
has determinant 1. In the case of homogeneous Lorentz transformations, it is 
clear from the fact that open simple Lie groups have no non-trivial one- 
dimsional representations that dg,=-, must be of unit determinant. (Alter- 
natively, the above expression for dg shows that it carries W into 
L*-‘WL-‘, where L is the element of SL(2, C) representing the 
homogeneous Lorentz transformation in question.) 
Thus the conformal weight of Z?, is 4 more than that offi. Since the 
conformal weight of Z? must be the negative of that of R, Z?, is of conformal 
weight 4 - W. 
Remark 6.1. Note that the conformal weight of a reweighted represen- 
tation of B of relative weight 1 is the sum of the original conformal weight 
and 41. 
Remark 6.2. It follows that the scalar bundle of conformal weight 2 is 
self-dual; the action of G is in fact the standard unitarization obtained from 
the scalar action of G on functions by using as multiplier the square root of 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative (of the transformed to the original measure). 
6.5. Conformal Znvariants 
In theoretical physics the “Lagrangian” is commonly assumed to be a 
scalar invariant. Representative conformally invariant Lagrangians of scalar 
fields may be subsumed under the formalism just given as follows. 
a. “Power” Lagrangians. Let the weights w, ,..., ,w~ be arbitrary; let Qj 
denote a generic section of the R,,[bundle over M in the curved (left) 
parallelization. If w, + . . . + w, = 4 then the n-fold multilinear form 
(@ ,,..., CD,)- - I ti, CD, .. . @,d,u, 
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where i$ is a finite covering of l& defined on the direct product of the 
spaces of C” sections in question, is G-invariant. 
By Remark 6.1 the representation R, is obtained from the weightless 
representation R, by reweighting with weight w/4. It follows that for any 
positive integer n the map @ -+ la, Q(u)” d, u is &invariant on the C” fields 
induced from R4,,,, but not in general otherwise. In particular, if n = 4 the 
conformal invariance of a mathematical version of the interaction 
Lagrangian for the unique scalar wave equation that is conformally invariant 
,in a common sense follows. This is the equation Cl, @ + @ + Q3 = 0. 
Conformal invariance is, however, limited essentially to causal group of ar, 
which is only locally isomorphic to e, and there is no a priori assurance that 
there exist any non-trivial solutions to this equation defined on Gr. The 
Cauchy problem is globally soluble on ti itself for arbitrary C” Cauchy 
data, but the integrated Lagrangian is not defined for this space. 
Corollary 6.1.2 is illustrated by the relation to the case of the flat 
parallelization. If indeed @ is a section in the curved parallelization of the 
scalar bundle of weight w = 4/n, then by Theorem 5.2 of (I) the flat- 
parallelized form a,, of the abstract section determined by Q, has the form 
@,, = p”@. p is non-vanishing on M,, and it follows that if the section has 
compact support contained in M,, then 
!M, @o(X)” 4x = j, (p(x)-” Q,(x))” p(x)” d,x = ,i. Q(u)” d,u. cl 
b. The “scalar massless free Lagrangian.” Let @ be a smooth section in 
the curved parallelization of the scalar bundle of weight 1 having compact 
support in M, (imbedded as usual in M); the corresponding flat-parallelized 
section is @,, = p@. The expression 
equals jMo (Cl,@,) s0 d,x; by Theorems 5.4 and 5.6 of (I) this may be 
expressed as 
= !, (Igrad @I* + I@/* -j&l’} d,u (6.4) 
and is conformally invariant. Now recalling that 
dU,.(S)@ = -S@ - wu ~, u4 @, 
dU,,.(S)@, = -S@, - w@, , 
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it follows as in the proof of Theorem 5.4 that expressions (6.3) and (6.4) are 
conformally invariant, and that for other weights this will not in general be 
the case. 
The expression just treated is a mathematical version of the “scalar 
massless free Lagrangian” of conventional relativistic theory. Together with 
the treatment in (a), extended in the obvious way to the sesquilinear case, it 
follows that the total Lagrangian for a self-interacting scalar field of weight 1 
with power interaction is conformally invariant if and only if the power is 4. 
VII. THE SPINOR BUNDLE 
7.1. Introduction 
The spinor bundle is of special interest from both mathematical and 
physical standpoints. The treatment here via induced representations 
facilitates parallelization and relevant calculations. The results are naturally 
consistent with those obtainable from a differential-geometric approach. 
This section develops the basic properties of spinor fields in connection 
with the program indicated in (I) and (21 emphasizing stability and causality 
considerations. In addition to proofs of the essentiality of the composition 
series of the stable subspace and other features indicated in [2], covariance 
relations of flat and curved Dirac operators are established, and the spectral 
resolution of a complete set of quantum numbers (inclusive of helicity, and 
substantially the same as the generic set indicated in [2]) is detailed. 
7.2. The Inducing Representations 
To begin with, the generalized “Poincare” group P, z (R ’ X SL(n, C)) 2 
H(n) will be considered, although it is only when n = 2 that the inducing 
representations coincide with conventional spinor representations. These 
pseudo-spinor representations will be denoted as R: and R;; w designates 
the conformal weight; the f superscripts are entirely conventional, like an 
orientation, and are not correlated with real positivity or negativity. Later in 
this section they will be extended to projective representations of an 
extension of B,, by discrete symmetries in the case n = 2, but initially they 
are strict representations. 
Specifically, Rz are the n-dimensional representations defined as follows. 
Let x denote the isomorphism of P into Gp, where p = 0 x - Z, defined in (I). 
Recall that the covering of G by G restricts to an isomorphism of Gp onto 
the identity component of G-, ; the composition of the isomorphism of F 
onto Gp with the latter isomorphism was denoted/?. Moreover if g = 
/3((tx’L)%F)=(A, :), where tER’,LESL(n,C), andFEH(n), then 
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Now define 
R:(g)= (A --B)(det(A -B))““” I-” I, 
R;(g) = (A + C)(det(A - B))2”‘“~‘t”~‘. 
It is evident that Ri are representations of Pn. For g = /3((t x Z) % 0), 
R:(g) = R;(g) = e”‘, which implies that Ri are of weight w, which may be 
complex. The relation to the conventional spin representations is clarified by 
the observation: 
for g = P((0 X L) X 0), R:(g)=L and R;(g)=L*-‘. (7.1) 
The representations of G induced from R$ will be denoted as U: in this 
section. Given an arbitrary pair of weights w = (w, , wz), R,. will denote the 
direct sum Rz, @ Ri2, and U, will denote Uz, @ U;,. When n = 2, U,,. is the 
spinor representation of weights w = (w,, wz). For physical applications it is 
important to extend these representations to discrete symmetries. These were 
considered in (I) only when n = 2, to which case the remainder of this 
subsection is limited; moreover the weights are not involved in this extension 
and the subscript “w” is consequently omitted; the weights (w, , wz) will be 
assumed real and equal. 
The elements T and P of G-,‘, which play the roles of time and space 
reversal in the physical interpretation, were defined in (I) so that the 
following relations hold in el c e-‘: 
TP=PT; T2 = p2 = e. 
In order to treat a mathematical version of anti-particle conjugation in the 
physical interpretation, it is convenient to enlarge the isotropy group GP+ to 
G,’ x Z,, where the generator of the Z, group is denoted C and defined to 
act trivially on Ik The actions of T, P, and C on bundles over fi will be 
obtained in later sections by induction from e-,’ x Z, to (? + x Z,. 
Conjugation by T and P in p define outer automorphisms t and 71 of P. A 
projective extension of R to the discrete symmetries T, P, and C is a 
projective representation by linear or antilinear transformations such that 
R(T)R(g) R(T)-’ = R(g’h 
R(P) R(g) R(P)-’ = R(f), 
R(C)R(g) R(C)-’ = R(g) 
(7.2) 
for all g in P. The physical interpretation (deriving from positive energy 
considerations) requires that R(T) and R(C) be antilinear, and that R(P) be 
linear, and only such extensions are considered here. By the standard 
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extension of R from P to P’ x 2, will be meant that defined by the 
following assignments, where K denotes complex conjugation: 
K, 2 R(C)= i-t2 ;j K. (7.3) 
SCHOLIUM 7.1. The most general projective extension of R to F’ X Z, 
that is linear on P and anti-linear on T and C differs from the standard one, 
apart from constant factors, by left multiplications by the diagonal matrices 
fv P, T, and C, respectively, a being an arbitrary nonvanishing complex 
number and e and e’ being f 1 (independently). 
Proof First conditions (7.2) are imposed to determine possible forms of 
C, P, and T. Next, the desideratum of commutativity for the R(C), R(P), and 
R(T) within scalar factors completes the proof. 
Suppose then that 
where X, Y, Z, and W are 2 x 2 matrices. Then by a defining relation for C 
It follows that for all L in SL(2, C) 
XL = LX, YLT-’ = LY, zr, =L”-‘z WLTp’ = L*-‘w. (7.5) 
The constraints on X and W imply that they commute with all elements of 
SL(2, R) and hence are scalar matrices, implying that they vanish. The 
constraints on Y and Z mean that they transform SL(2, C) in exactly the 
same fashion as c2, and so each can differ from a2 only by a scalar 
multiplicative factor. It follows that the linear factor in the above expression 
for R(C) is of the form 
for some non-vanishing scalar a, apart from an overall scalar factor. 
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To treat R(P) and R(T), note that if g=/3((0 x L) 2 0) with L in 
SL(2, C) then g’ = g” = p((O x L* ‘) 2 0). The primary constraint on R(P) 
when applied to a homogeneous Lorentz transformation therefore implies 
that 
R(P) 
L 
o 
Taking R(P) to have the form 
gives the equations 
AL=L*-‘A, BL*-’ =L*-‘B 2 CL = LC, DL”-’ = LD 
for all L in SL(2, C). Assuming L unitary in the condition on A shows that 
A must be a scalar, and hence incapable of transforming L into L * --) for 
all L. Thus A = 0 and the same result shows also that D = 0. The conditions 
on B and C imply that they are scalars, say, b and c. Thus apart from an 
overall scalar factor 
R(P) = j;, ‘a )2 
where b is a non-vanishing complex number. 
Now assuming that 
the primary constraint when restricted to the homogeneous Lorentz group 
states that for all L in SL(2, C) 
Multiplying out and equating matrix entries gives the equations 
xz = L*-‘x, yz*-1 =L*-‘y 3 zic = LZ, wz*-‘=LW. 
The same arguments as earlier show that T = Z = 0 and that X and W are 
scalar multiples of uz . It follows that R (7’) has the form 
const. 
(“,’ ii ) K, 2 
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where c is a complex number. Squaring R(T) yields a scalar multiple of the 
matrix 
0 (’ 1 0 ICI* ' 
whence ICI= 1. 
The required projective commutativity of R(C), R(P), and R(T), i.e., their 
commutativity within non-vanishing scalar factors, now give additional 
relations. Thus the condition R(C) R(P) = const. R(P) R(C) gives the matrix 
equation 
rt uz2) =const. (‘i2 L2), 
whence b/a = a/b. The condition R(P) R(T) = const. R(T) R(P) similarly 
implies that 
(L2 c~2)=const. (c:02 7). 
whence c/b = l/(cb). Finally the condition that R(T) R(C) = 
const. R(C) R(T) implies that 
(ct i)=const.(i b), 
whence l/(ch) = f/la. 
Collecting the relations just obtained in the forms u2 = bb, c2 = b/b, 
CC= u/a; it follows from the first relation that a = e, 1 b 1, where e, = f 1, and 
from the second relation that c = e2 b/l bl, where e2 = f 1. This shows that 
R(C), R(P), and R(T) must have the forms given in order to define the 
projective representation indicated. It is straightforward to check that 
conversely the forms given in Scholium 7.1 satisfy the conditions for defining 
this projective representation. 
Remark I. 1. Thus the standard C, P, and T satisfy the equations 
R(C)‘= 1, R(P)’ = Z, R(T)’ = --I, 
R(C)R(T)=R(T)R(C), R(T) R(P) = R(P) R(T), 
R(P) R(C) = -R(C) R(P). 
Remark 7.2. It seems noteworthy that there are only two assignments of 
C, P, and T for spinors that are inequivalent under conjugation by transfor- 
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mations commuting with the spin representation on the connected group, and 
satisfy the constraint C* = I in addition to Eqs. (7.2). The spin represen- 
tation R = R ’ @ R -, as defined originally on the connected group p, 
commutes with all matrices of the form 
where A and A’ are scalars. Further, conjugation by a suitable such matrix 
reduces any of the indicated possibilities for T, C, and P in Scholium 7.1 to 
another such for which the complex constant a is I, and leaves only the signs 
e and e’ ambiguous. In fact, let b denote a square root of a-‘; then 
The present choice e = 1 is purely conventional. The choice e’ = 1 is, 
however, the result of requiring that R(C) be an (anti-linear) conjugation, 
i.e., have square I. This shows directly that the spinor representation 
R + @ R is a real representation. 
7.3. Parallelization of Spinor Fields 
This section develops the transformation properties of spinor fields in their 
parallelized forms. Both curved and flat parallelizations are treated in both 
global and infinitesimal forms. Later, specialization is made to the physical 
case n = 2, and the dual actions on spinor fields of the causal group are 
determined. 
Recall the notation from (I) according to which YO and Y denote the flat 
and curved parallelized forms of a generic section Y. 
THEOREM 7.2. In the curved parallelization on a, e transforms spinor 
field sections as follows, where Z denotes the element of U(n) canonically 
covered by the element z of fi (thus Z = e”V if z = t X V), and for any 
element g of G 
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denotes the element of SU(n, n) canonically covered by g-’ as in (I): 
u: k>: w> 
+ Idet(C’Z + D’)I-2wn-’ (det(C’Z + D’))“-‘(C’Z + D’))’ Y(g-‘z); 
U,(g): w> 
+ 1 det(C’Z + D’)l -2wn-’ (det(C’Z + D’)*))n-‘(C’Z + D’)* !P(g-‘z), 
where the indicated powers of determinants are defined as the exponentials of 
the (continuous) branches of their logarithms defined uniquely on G x ti by 
stipulating their triviality when g = e. 
Within the canonical image of M, (also denoted as M,) in $I, the curved 
and flat parallelizations are related as follows. For arbitrary sections Y of 
the bundle induced from R ,‘, 
!P,JZ) = (det Z)-“‘“-‘(det(f + ~Z))2”‘n~‘-“~’ i(Z + Z) Y(Z); (7.6) 
similarly for the bundle induced from R ;, 
YJZ) = (det Z)- wn-‘pnm’(det(f + 4z))*~~-‘+“m’(~(Z+ Zpl))-l y(Z). 
(7.7) 
In the flat parallelization the spinor fleld actions take the following forms 
(for g suflcientfy close to e and identified with the corresponding element of 
G in the canonical local isomorphism): 
U:(g): Y,,(Z) --t (fC, h + D,)-‘(det(+C, h + D,)-2”‘n~‘tn-’ Y&‘Z), 
U;(g): ul,(Z) --* (fC, h + D,)*(det(iC, h + D1)-2h’n~‘~“~’ !P&‘Z), 
where c(h) = Z and 
Proof: The subgroup ti of G on which the curved parallelization is based 
is that defined in Corollary 4.1.4: A = [t x U X I: t E R’, U E SU(n)]. In the 
application of Theorem 4.1, 6l corresponds to A via the mapping t X U x I-, 
t x U, and the inducing point is taken as x, = 0 X -Z x Z in fi, 
corresponding to the point 0 x -Z in A. According to Theorem 4.1, the 
multiplier at z = t x U in fi is R:(g*), for the action U:(g) on parallelized 
sections of the arbitrary element g of G, where 
g*=(OX-ZXZ)(-txu-‘XI), 
x g($(g-‘)(t x u x I))(0 x -z x Z). (9) 
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Now g* is an element of GXO ; as noted in the previous section, the canonical 
covering of SU(n, n), when restricted to GX,, is an isomorphism of GX, onto 
the connected component of G_,. Thus the image of g* via this covering 
transformation can be evaluated by application of this transformation to 
each factor in Eq. (§), followed by their multiplication. The resulting product 
was evaluated, within an element of the center of G, in Corollary 4.1.2. 
Using the notation there, the respective multipliers for U:(g) are 
R:(g*) = (det ZW-‘)“‘2’“m’(Zp’AW+ Z-‘B) 
x det((det ZW-‘)“‘2’“-‘(Z-‘A W + Z-‘B))(““‘-‘)I”, 
RL(~*) = (det Z,j,-‘)“/2bm’(Z-‘A@,- CW)(det(ZW~'))""-'+"!2'"~' 
x det(Z-‘A W + Z-‘B)(2H.+‘)‘n. 
To simplify the non-scalar factors in these expressions, note that as 
regards Rz 
z-‘AW+z-‘B=(C’Z+D’)-’ (*> 
by Lemma 5.1.1. For R;, note that 
Z-‘AW-CW=D-Z-‘B, 
since the element g in Corollary 4.1.2 is in G_,, and 
D - Z-‘B = (C’Z + D’)* 
by the equations relating the components of 
at the end of Section 2.1. 
The determinant factors in the multipliers involve det(Z W-‘) and 
det(Z-‘A W + Z-‘B). These may be conveniently expressed in terms of 
det(C’Z + 0’) and its complex conjugate through the use of Eq. (*) together 
with the equation 
det(ZW-‘) = det(C’Z + 0’) det{(C’Z + D’)*-‘}, 
which is Eq. (5.3) with g-’ substituted for g. 
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Next, Corollary 4.3.2 of (I) is applied to the comparison of the flat and 
curved parallelizations. This involves the evaluation of Rz on 
(det Z)-‘2”‘-’ 
say. Evidently 
a -b = (det Z)-(2”m’ f(Z + Z), a + c= (det Z)-‘2n)-‘(~(Z + Z-i))-‘. 
Using these equations it is straightforward to evaluate R: on the requisite 
elements, obtaining the results given in Theorem 7.2. 
Now applying Corollary 4.3.2 and the definition of R,f, the multipliers for 
Uz in the flat parallelization are 
($J’f .f Df,) det(fC”f + D,r)(Z”- 1)/n, (A,, _ jhc”) det(fClf + DII)(ZR.+ 1)/n. 
Using the following equation given in Lemma 5.2.1, 
+C”j- + D” = (+C, h + D,)-‘, 
together with the equation 
(x4” - $hC”)* = ;C, h + D, 
which follows by further use of the equations at the end of Section 2.1, the 
equality of the expressions just given with the multipliers given in 
Theorem 7.2 follows. 
COROLLARY 7.2.1. The infinitesimal multipliers for the representations 
U$ of the theorem are as follows, with the notation 
(cf: Section 3.1 of (I)) for an arbitrary element of su(2, 2), and 
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In the curved parallelization: 
WdWiXg*(e’X)) Lo 
= cZ + d - n -- ‘tr(cZ + d) + wn - ‘tr(bZ- ’ + cZ); 
(d/d0 KXg*(e’“)> II o 
=d-Z-lb-n-‘tr(d-Z-‘b)+ww’tr(bZ-’ +cZ). 
In the jlat parallelization: 
(d/dt)Rz(g**(etX)) It=0 = ic”h + d” + (2wn-’ -n-l) tr($“h + d”), 
(d/dt)R;(g**(e’X))~,,,=a”-~hc”+(2wn-’ +~‘)tr($“h+d”). 
Proof This follows by straightforward linearization of the multipliers in 
Theorem 7.2 together with the relations b* = c, (a”)* = -d, and the skew- 
hermitian character of a, d, b”, and c”. 
From this point onwards in the present section, n is specialized to have the 
value 2. 
COROLLARY 7.2.2. When n = 2, Eqs. (7.6) and (7.7) take the forms 
Ye(Z) = pw-“2e-i*‘2 $(Z + Z) Y(Z) (7.8) 
resp. 
ul,(Z) = pw- l/zeit/* f (I+ZdetZ-‘) Y(Z). (7.9) 
Proof: For Eq. (7.8) it suffices to compute 
det(j + +Z) = e”p = eif $(u~, + u,) (7.10) 
using Section 3.3 of (I). Equation (7.9) requires in addition the relation 
($(I + Z-‘))-I = ei’p-’ i(Z + Z(det Z))‘), z E U(2). (7.11) 
To prove this, write Z = eitU with U E SU(2); then U + U-’ = 2u, and 
f(I + eCit U-‘)f(Z+e-“U)=~(Z+2u,e~“+e~*“) 
=e -it gu-, + u,). 
In connection with the next result the notation U, = u, b, + uzbz + uJ b, is 
recalled from (I). 
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COROLLARY 7.2.3. The (internal) injmitesimal actions of the scale 
generator 
s=-(l/2) ; ; 
i 1 
in the spinor representations II: are as follows. 
In the curved parallelization they are 
(d/dt)R,f(g*(e’S))I,=,=-(1/2)ei’U,- wuIu4, 
(d/dt)R;(g*(e’S))),=,=-(1/2)e-i’U,-wu~,u,. 
In the flat parallelization they are 
(d/dt)R$(g**(efS)) I,=,, = (d/dt)R;(g**(efS)) llZO = -w. 
Proof. This is by application of Corollary 7.2.1 to S, noting that a = d = 
b” = p = 0, b = c = d” = -a” = -(l/2), and that e-itUb = Z - (l/2) tr Z. 
COROLLARY 7.2.4. In the curved parallelization 
dU; (X,) = -X,, , dU;(Y,) = -Yk, dU; (X,) = -X, - b, 
for all w and k = 1, 2, 3. 
In the flat parallelization 
dU; (TJ = -Tk, dUz(L,,) = -L,, + (l/2) b, (+ cyclic permutations) 
for all w and k = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
Proof This follows from Corollary 7.2.1 and the relations 
for k = 1, 2, 3, and L,, = (1/2)(Y, - X,), etc. 
SCHOLIUM 7.3. The representation dual to LJZ is U:-... 
Proof By Theorem 6.2 it suffices to show that the bundle dual of Rz is 
equivalent to R4f_W. Given an arbitrary element g = (“, i) in GP,, set 6 = 
det(A - B). Then the representation g -+ ((A - B) I)’ 6-“‘+“2 is the dual of 
Ri; hence the bundle dual is the representation g-+ ((A - B)-‘)r 84-“‘+1’2. 
Now for any 2 x 2 matrix M, 
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Therefore the bundle dual of R i is equivalent via ( : -~h ) to R:.~ ~. The 
proof for R; is similar. 
1.4. Covariance of the Curved and Flat Dirac Operators 
This section establishes the conformal covariance of the operators 
2cc = hx, + 7,x, + y2x2 + hx, - (3/2) y4ys 
and 
which act on C4-valued functions on lk These are, respectively, the 
canonical Dirac operators relative to the standard curved and flat metrics 
(cf. Section 3.7 of (I)), but this fact is not used here. 
The matrix-valued function F(z) = F(t x v) on a defined by the equation 
(where 2 = e”v) 
F(z) = 
pe-(l/2)it $(I + z) 0 
0 pe”“” i(Z + Z(det Z))‘) 
is involved in this covariance. Indeed, given a pair of weights w = (w, , wz), 
and denoting as p” the 4 x 4 matrix 
( 
pHS’Z2 0 
0 1 p”s2z2 ’ 
then by Corollary 7.2.2, 
y. = p”-jj2FY (7.12) 
for an arbitrary section Y of the R,-bundle; here w - 3/2 denotes the pair of 
weights (w, - 3/2, w2 - 3/2). 
THEOREM 7.4. The operators G&C and Gf are related by the equation 
pFLSc = 9f F. 
Proof. This is facilitated by the observation that if c(h) = Z, then 
F= 
e(i/2)lp*(z - Qq 0 
0 e-“‘2”p2(Z + h/2) 
(7.13) 
and 
p-‘F-’ = 
p-2e(i12)f(z - h/2) 0 
0 p-2e-ti/2)f(z + g//2) 
(7.14) 
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where K= tr h - h. This observation follows from Eq. (7.11) and the identity 
((I + Z)/2) - ’ = I - h/2. 
In addition some definitions and identities regarding h(2) will be useful. 
Let the quadratic form (h, h) be defined on h(2) as xi -x: - xz -x: =x2, 
and let (a x h), be defined as u2xj - u3x2, with (a X /z)~ defined for j = 2 
and 3 by cyclic permutation. Then the following identities hold, by easy 
arguments: 
[Uj;., h] = 2(a X h)j (j= 1,2,3), (7.15) 
hEh = -2h(h, k) + (h, h)k; (7.16) 
useful special cases of (7.16) are 
hzh = -h(h, h), (7.17) 
h* = 2ix,h + (h, h), (7.18) 
hu,h = 2ixjh - (h, h) uj (j = 1, 2, 3). (7.19) 
Turning now to the proof proper, it suffices to show that the stated 
conclusion is valid on M,, since gc and GSf are real-analytic differential 
operators and F and p are real-analytic functions on k Now p-‘F-‘@,F is 
evidently a differential operator of first order. From Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) it 
follows that the “vector field part” of p-‘F-la, F, i.e., the part that is 
homogeneous of first order, takes the form 
0 
-iBC 
-i;D ) (a/ax,> + J$, (iBf,c -iA(yjD) (a/axj)> (7.20) 
J 
where A = I - h/2, B = I + 612, C = Z - K/2, D = Z + h/2. The matrix 
products in expression (7.20) may be evaluated from Eqs. (7.15) (7.18), and 
(7.19). Some computation using the expressions for the Xj (j = 0, 1,2, 3) in 
Table I of [2] as linear combinations of the a/ax, then reduces expression 
(7.20) to the operator xi”=, yjXj* 
It remains to show that the “multiplicative part” of p-IF- ‘.QfF (i.e., the 
O-order term in this first-order differential operator) is ((y,, ‘6’ ). By 
Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14) one contribution is 
(i l)(q Z))= ('-tY2 &2)(-p/2 'f) 
Z-h/2 0 
+q 0 
0 l/2 
j=l z+K/2 -l/2 0 i 
0 = 
-2-l 
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the other is 
The resulting putative equalities reduce to 
and 
-l/2 + h = (I - h/2) 
i 
-i(a/ax,) log(e-i”2p2) 
- (’ b .(d/&,) log(e -~ i”2R2) I J (I + h/2) 
j-l 
(7.21) 
l/2 + 6= (I + L/2) 
i 
-@/ax,) log(e”‘2p2) 
+ 2 bj(3/i3xj) log(e”‘2p2) (I- c/2). 
.j= 1 1 
Since the latter equation is the transform of Eq. (7.21) under T, it sufftces to 
establish (7.21). 
To this end let q denote the function on M,: q = (1 - x2/4) + ix,. Then 
(Wxo>q = -W2) + i and (d/axj)q = xj/2 for j > 0. Since q may also be 
expressed as ei$-’ (cf. S ec ion 3.3 of (I)), exp(-if/2)p2 = q-5’4q-3’4. It t’ 
follows that the left side of Eq. (7.21) is 
(I- f/#q- 1 - is - ’ - f&q- ’ + iq - ‘))(I + +h) 
= pq- - iq-‘)(l - ax2 - fixoh) - pq- + ;q-‘)(J+ +X*4, 
using Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18). Thus Eq. (7.21) is equivalent to the equation 
(-4 + h)((l - ix’)’ + xi) = (1 - {x2 - iixOh)(-+(l - ix’) + 2ix,) 
- +(K+ +x*h)(2( 1 - $x2) - +ix,) 
(multiplying by qq), which is straight forward to check. 
Next, as in the scalar case ((I), Corollaries 5.3.2 and 5.3.4), covariance 
relations between the curved and flat operators in unparallelized form are 
derived. Given any pair of weights w as before, define .@c and 9f on 
(abstract sections \y of the R,-bundle by the equations 
C?.Y=@ provided that s?,!?f= @, 
gfY’=@ provided that Ff Y,, = @ 0’ 
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COROLLARY 7.4.1. For any weights w = (w,, wz), 
p512-w’~c = gfp312-y 
Proof. If gcY = a, then by Theorem 7.4 and Eq. (7.12), 
P 
5/2-W@ _ 
0-P 512 - w~,w- 3/2gc y = p~gc p 
= g,FY= G?f(p3~2-“!Po). 
(7.22) 
The stated conclusion is now the flat parallelized form of Eq. (7.22). 
A special case is 
COROLLARY 7.4.2. Within the bundle induced from R :,2 @ R 62, 
pq=.C+ 
Moreover the only weights w such that .QC and Qf have the same kernel in 
the bundle induced from R, are (312, 312). 
In fact, (3/2, 3/2) is also the only pair of weights w for which @c is 
conformally quasi-invariant. In order to prove a slightly more general result 
(Theorem 7.6), the operator gi, where r is any given constant, is defined by 
the equation 
C?2pP=@ provided that (Qc + ry, y5)‘P = @. 
SCHOLIUM 7.5. All the g: commute with dU,(K). 
Proof: dU,(K) is determined in Corollary 7.2.4. Thus gi evidently 
commutes with X0 and the Yj. Commutativity with dU,(X,) follows from 
the relation [y2X2 + y3X,, X, + b,] = 0, which is a consequence of the 
relations [X, , X2] = -2X,, [b, , b,] = -2b,, and cyclic permutations. 
THEOREM 7.6. There exists a scalar function m(S) such that 
1% dUZI(S) 0 dUJS)I = m(S) 9L, (7.23) 
either locally or globally, if and only if r = 0 and w, = w2 = 312. In this 
event, m(S) = -u- 1 u4. 
Proof The terms in Eq. (7.23) will first be computed in the flat 
parallelization, using Corollary 7.2.3 and Eq. (7.12). Given any Y, 
(~~dU,(S)Y), = pw-“‘F(Qc + ry,y,)) F-‘P-“‘+~‘~(-S - w) You,, 
--(dU,(S) 9iY), = (S + w) Fpwe312(gc + ry,y,) F-‘p”2-wYo, 
580/49/3 7 
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and 
(ka:Y), = Fp”‘p3/2(9c + ry,y,) F-‘p3’2P”Y,. 
From this and Theorem 7.4 it follows that Eq. (7.23) is equivalent to the 
equation 
where 
[S, pw~3’2p-‘C8fp3’2-w] Y. + m, Y. 
= mp w-3/2p-‘w 3’2-n’Yo + m, You,, (7.24) 
m, = rS(pWPe;‘Fy,ySF-‘), m2=mrp “‘-“Fy,y,F-‘, 
m = m(S) - w + 6, i?= (w2, w,), 
and w - R denotes 
( 
WI - w2 0 
0 w*-WI * 1 
At this point Eq. (7.24) will be shown to hold in the case r = 0, w, = 
w2 = 3/2. By Scholium 3.1 of (I), 
[S, p-‘GJ = (Sp-1) Lzf-t p-‘[S, G+] 
=(p-‘(1-u -,uJ-p-‘)q 
zz -u - ’ u4(p-‘Gf). 
Returning to the general case, the covariance just established is used to 
evaluate the commutator in Eq. (7.24). The equation becomes 
P w-3’2p-‘gf((Sp3’2-w) YJ + m, ‘u, 
= (m, - p3’2~wSpw~3r2)pw~3’2p~‘~~p3’2~~Yylg + m, You,, (7.25) 
where m3 = m + u-,u4. 
Evaluation of the vector field terms of Eq. (7.25) gives the equation 
P 
~-3/2~-1(~~3/2-i~ = (m3 _ p3/2-w~pw-3/2)pw.-3/2p-lp3/2~~i~, 
or 
m3 = P 
);‘-W@,-i~, 
Resubstituting into Eq. (7.25), it results that 
P w- %$(Sp 3’2-w) Yo) + m, Y. 
= -p”-“~(p”~3/2)p-‘~~(p3/2~~~~) + m, You,. (7.26) 
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In order to conclude that I = 0 and w = (3/2,3/2) it will suffice to 
examine the multiplicative part of Eq. (7.26) on the time-like line where 
u4 = 1 near the origin. There 
F = I + O(t’), p = 1 + O(t’), sp = -p( 1 - U-1 U,) = O(P), 
and 
SP 3’2-w = (w - 3/2)p3’*-“(1 - U-,uJ, 1-U _, = O(t’). (7.27) 
It follows that the left side and the first term on the right side of Eq. (7.26) 
are O(t), and m = -1 + O(t’), so that m2 = -ry,y, + O(t’). Thus r = 0, so 
that m, = m, = 0. This implies that the right side of Eq. (7.26) is O(t”); and 
by Eq. (7.27) the multiplicative part of the left side of Eq. (7.26) is 
i(3/2 - w2) 
0 
where tr A = tr B = 0. Hence w, = w2 = 312. 
COROLLARY 7.6.1. For each X in 5, there exist smooth functions m(X) 
and mO(X) on fi and M,, such that 
and 
Pf7 dUl,,(X) 0 W,,(X)] = mdX> gfa 
In particular, m(S) = -a-, u4, mO(S) = -1, and m,(X) = m(X) + X(log p). 
Proof: The proof follows that of Corollary 5.3.5 of (I) and is otherwise 
based on Scholium 7.5 and Theorem 7.6. 
7.5. Invariance of Hermitian Forms 
By Corollary 7.6.1 the kernel of gc in the bundle induced from 
R:/* @ RG* is invariant under the corresponding action of G (spinor 
representation in this bundle). It will be shown below that this invariant 
subspace admits an invariant Hilbert-space structure, i.e., one in which the 
action of G becomes unitary. In addition it will be shown that the quotient 
modulo this subspace admits an invariant hermitian form. It will be 
convenient from this point to identify sections of this bundle with their left 
parallelizations unless otherwise indicated. 
Given smooth sections Y and @ of the bundle over fic4), define 
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where ((. , .))’ is the hermitian form on C4 defined by the equation 
This form may also be described as the transform under L! of the form 
((., .)) defined on C2 @ C* in (I), Section 2.1, and can also be written as 
Y#X if r(! is defined as Fry4 (Y” is commonly denoted in physics literature 
as y). It is straightforward to check that 
so that ((., e)) is an hermitian form. There has been anticipation here of a 
result of subsequent sections in defining the form on sections over Mc4’, but 
in the present section any finite covering of Ici could equally be used, with 
the same proofs. 
If Y and @ are in the kernel of g,, i.e., are solutions of the curved Dirac 
equation, the form (((Y, @))) is defined by the equation 
This form is obviously hermitian and positive definite; it appears to depend 
on the time t, integration being only over space, but differentiation with 
respect to t together with integration by parts shows that it is in fact 
independent oft. 
THEOREM 7.7. ((*3 *>> and (CC.9 .>>> are invariant under the spinor 
representation of G of weights (3/2,3/2). 
Proof: It must be shown that 
((gc dU(S)Y: @)) + ((gc K dW)@)) 
vanishes for all sections Y and @ over Mc4). By Theorem 7.6 this is 
equivalent to the equation 
To show this apply Corollary 7.2.3 and replace .@c Y by Y, it suffices to 
show that 
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+ ((Y,-S(P))‘-2 A- 
I I 2 U-,U,((Y~ @>>’ 
1 
[NC 
eitUb 0 
-- 2 0 eeitUb 1 y, @ )) 
I 
1 
-- 2 J(( ( 
‘I/ 
eitUh 
O 
0 e-itfJb 1 @’ )) * 
The last two terms in fact cancel pointwise; and the remaining terms cancel 
by the same arguments used to establish equation (5.8) in (I). 
(((., .))) is evidently SU(2) x SU(2) invariant. Next it is shown to be 
temporally invariant. For the equation G’c Y = 0 is equivalent to the equation 
aY/at= [iI (T -tj)Xj+ (j/2) (L “i) ] YsHY (7.28) 
Since the operator H defined by Eq. (7.28) is skew-hermitian, temporal 
invariance follows. 
It remains to prove scale invariance. Now when t = 0, u- i = 1 and 
dU(S)Y = -SY - (3/2) u, Y - (l/2) U, Y, by Corollary 7.2.3. Skew- 
symmetry of dU(S) with respect to ((( ., .))) is equivalent to 
O+*(-SY)+2j(-3/2)@*Y+j+)* y 
-f p*(ubY)-fj-(up)* Y. 
But again the last two terms cancel pointwise, and the remaining three equal 
0 by the argument which established Eq. (5.9) in (I). 
Finally, as in Theorem 5.6 of (I), we show that the above hermitian forms 
become locally identical with the usual flat forms on Minkowski space, when 
expressed in the flat parallelization, and evaluate the curved and flat energies 
(which are indefinite for solutions of the Dirac equation) in the curved and 
flat formats. 
THEOREM 7.8. Let Y and @ be smooth sections of the R& 0 R3/2 
bundle over 61C4’, and define Y,, = FY and CD,, = FQ, on Mo. Then Y,, and 
@,, are the jlat parallelized forms of Y and @, by (7.12). 
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(i) If Y and @ have support in M,, then 
((yy @)) = jMo ((Qf Y,, Q,,))’ d,x. 
Now let Y and @ satisfy the curved Dirac equation. 
(ii) Then Y,, and @,, satisfy the flat Dirac equation, and 
In (iii) and (iv) below let dU denote diJ& 0 dU&. 
(iii) 
i(((dU(T,)Y, Y)))= 1’ Y* (-+(I.+ ud)$I bjYSXjY 
+ 
( 
a(1 +u,)+$U, YSY 
1 1 
and 
i(((dU(-?‘,)Y, Y))) = 1 Y* (- + (1 - u,) I$! bjY,Xi Y 
where I denotes integration over S3 at t = 0 with respect to d,u. 
(iv> 
and 
iGW-%)Y: yN=JR1 (yJ* (-$) $‘, bjY5 
X [r2(aYo/laXj) + Xj ul,] d,X 
(integrations at x0 = 0). 
Proof. (i) By Theorem 7.4 and Section 3.7 of (I), 
((Y,@))=~Rl((p-1F-1C8,FF-1Y,,,F--l@O))’p4d4x 
= R4 ((F-‘2+ Y,,, F-‘@,))‘p3 d,x. I 
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But by Eqs. (7.13) and (7.14), the adjoint of F-i relative to ((e, .))’ is Fpm3, 
hence the stated form of ((Y, a)). 
(ii) %‘f Y,, = g,@,, = 0 follow from Theorem 7.4. We have 
(((Y, @>>> = jR3 (F-‘@,)*(F-’ K,)p3 d,x. 
Now 
F-1 = p-l (;(z+z))-’ 0 
0 ($(Z + q-’ 
and 
(f(z+z-‘))-‘(f(z+Z))-‘=(+(I +u4))-’ =p-’ 
when t = 0, whence the stated form of (((Y, Q))). 
(iii) Since the matrix form of T, is (i/4)( -: -:), the internal part of 
dU(T,) is (-i/4) y5 U, by Corollary 7.2.1. The first equation then follows 
from r,, = f( 1 + uq) x0 when t = 0, and Eq. (7.28). The second follows from 
the first, X, = T, - T,, and 
i(((dU(X,)Y, Y))) = J Y* (- ,il tbjY5*j ul> + + 75 3) 
which follows easily from (7.28). 
(iv) Since dU(T,) = -TO in the flat parallelization (cf. 
Corollary 7.2.4), and (aY,,/~x,) = x3= I uj~,(aYr,/axj), the first equation is 
clear. For the second, note that fi-‘(--T,).f2 = ($ ,“), so by Corollary 7.2.1 
the internal part of dU(-f’,) in the flat parallelization is 
Since also -fO = ~r’(a/ax,,) when x, = 0, the last equation follows. 
7.6. Basis for Spinor Fields over S3 
This section introduces a basis for 2-component spinor fields over S3 that 
will be used throughout this work. The basis is constructed using the scalar 
basis elements /Iklm defined in Section 5.4 of (I). The present basis will also 
be used to define (i) a basis for 4-component spinor fields over fi in 
Section 7.7, and (ii) bases for the higher spin representations in later work. 
In this section U will denote the representation of the simply connected 
Lie group (isomorphic to SU(2) x SU(2)) generated by the Xj and Y,j 
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(j= 1, 2, 3), on smooth C2-valued functions over S’, given in infinitesimal 
form by 
dU(Y,J = - Y;, dU(Xj) = -xi - b, 
as in Corollary 7.2.4. A basis element (or rather l-dimensional subspace) 
will be specified as a joint eigenspace of dU(J.), dU(p), &J(p), and dU(L,,), 
as in Scholium 7.9. The enveloping algebra elements 1, p, p, and 5 were 
defined in Section 5.4 of (I). 
The irreducible constituents of U turn out to be all of multiplicity 1. To 
see this, recall from (I) the decomposition 
of scalar functions: each (2j + l)‘-dimensional space j @ j is spanned by 
basis elements Pkl,,, where 2j = k + 1, --I< m < 1, k, I> 0, and k, 1, m are 
integral. As discussed there, each space j@ j can be regarded as a tensor 
product of two spin j representation spaces, where the Y,i act on the left 
factors and the Xj act on the right factors. 
Now corresponding to each j @ j is a 2(2j + 1)2-dimensional space 
j@j@ 5 =j@j@ (7.29) 
of C2-valued functions, a triple tensor product. It clearly splits under the 
dU(Yj) and dU(Xj) into irreducible subspaces 
j@(j@f)= )J j@(j++h)=j@(j-i)+jO(j++), (7.30) 
/t-1.1 
which establishes the multiplicity 1 claim above. 
Further decomposition of j @ (j + {h) results by restricting dU to the 
infinitesimal rotations Yj - Xj. Thus dU(p) takes the values -Z(Z + l), where 
f~Z~j+(j-f)ifh=-landf~Z~j+(j+f)ifh=l;foragivenZ,an 
eigenvalue of dU(-iL,,) is denoted m, so that -I < m < 1. 
1 and m are always half-integral. A more convenient set of integral 
parameters, alternative to (j, h, Z, m), is (k, h, 1, m), which is defined by 
l=Z-i, k=2j- 1, and m=m--f. The ranges of (k,h,Z,m) are h=kI, 
k>,Oifh=1andk>lifh=-1,l>0,and-l-1~m~1. 
In the following scholium these one-dimensional subspaces are determined 
in terms of the 
and 
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It is understood that pk,,,, denotes 0 if (k, I, m) are not in the above-stated 
ranges k>O and -I<m<I. 
SCHOLIUM 7.9. Define 
%m =ih(k+Z+ 1 +h(l+ l))&,;+i 
+ih(k+l+ 1 +h(Z+ l))(l+m+ 1)&,+2(1+ l)Pk=I,I+l,,,+l 
-2(l+ 1)(1-m+ 1)/I:-, ,+1 m. (7.32) 
Then the Yt,,,, diagonalize the quantum numbers k, h, 1, m: with Y denoting 
Yi,,,, below, 
dU(1)Y = -(k + Z)(k + I+ 2)Y, 
dU(p)Y=-(k+Z+h)(h+Z+h+2)Y, 
dU(p)Y = -(Z + f)(l + 3/2)Y, 
dU(L,,)Y= i(m + $)Y, 
so that 
dU($v - p>)Y= dU(L,,L,, + L,,L,, + L,, L,,)Y 
= (fh(k + 1+ 1) + b)Y 
and 
dU(e)Y = (-k2 - k(21 + 2 + h) - h(Z + 1) + +)Y. 
For the proof, see below. The terms in the r.h.s. of (7.32) refer to the 
splitting (7.29), in which j @j @ i is associated as (j @j) @ f ; the left side 
of (7.32) refers to the splitting (7.30), in which j@j 0 f is associated as 
j @ (j @ 4). The relation between the two bases expresses a sort of 
“nonassociativity” and is determined quantitatively by the “6j symbols.” To 
facilitate present and later applications, we briefly recall their definition. 
Consider a tensor product j, @j, @j, of three representations of SU(2); 
let the copies of isu(2) acting on each factor be spanned over the reals by 
Jf , J;, and Jj?t (“left,” “right,” and “internal”; j = 1, 2, 3) satisfying the 
commutation relations stated in Section 5.4 of (I), e.g., [Jf, Jt] = iJ:. Take 
normalized basis elements IjIm,) Ij,m,) ij,m,) spanning this tensor 
product space and satisfying (5.10-12) of (I). Now there are two natural 
bases ofj, @j, @j, which diagonalize the third component Jt + J$ + JF’ of 
the total angular momentum, i.e., 
368 
where 
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whose elements are indexed by the triples (jz3, Z, m); and an analogous basis, 
denoted ](j, ,j*)j,, ,j, ; Zm), equal to 
where 
and indexed by the triples (ji2, I, m). The equations relating the two bases 
are [6] 
Ijl, (j,,j,)j,,; Zm) = (-1)jlti2+j3+‘~ ((2j,, + 1)(2j,, + 1))“’ 
jl2 
I l(j, J2)jlz~j3 ;W 
(7.33) 
where 
are the 6j symbols, which are real. 
Proof of Scholium 7.9. In the present case, j, = j, = j, j, = 4, j,, = j + ih, 
and Z, m are the Z = I + 4, m = m + 4 defined before the statement of the 
scholium. As in (I), we take JT = -+rYj and J$’ = $iXj; also Jyt = $uj. 
The left side of (7.33) diagonalizes 1, p, p, and L,, by definition. In 
addition, 
and ]j,,m,,) equals the scalar function ]k’j,,m,,) defined in (5.20) in (I), 
where k’ +jlz= 2j,. Also ]j,m,)= (i) ((y)) if m3 = 4 (-t), so that 
] j,,m,,) ] j,m,) is proportional to 
In this way the combination (7.33) and (7.34) will give the right side of 
(7.32), up to a computed constant factor, after insertion of the required 
Clebsch-Gordan and 6j coefficients and simplification. 
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Since j, = ) and I = I + f, the sum over j,, in (7.33) is over j,, = I and 
j,, = I+ 1. We list the required coefficients, from [6, pp. 98, 891: 
I 
.i j 1 
Q I++ j+$h I 
k+l+ 1 +w+ 1)) 112 
2(2Z+ l)(/+k+ 1)(1+k+ l+h ’ 
I 
j .i 1+1 
f l-l-$ j+$h I 
ktl+ 1 -h(lt 1) 
=(-l)k+’ (2(21f3)(ltk+ l)(ftkt 1 th 
l/2 
’ 
(zm;;~(z+fm+f)= (‘y; ‘)“‘, 
(It Im+ I;+fIr+qmt+>= (‘;I”,:‘)“‘, 
and 
(1+1m;~f(z+$2+~)=- (‘1;: 1)“‘. 
Substitution into (7.33) and (7.34) gives 
Ij, (j, f)j t $2; 1 t fm t 4) 
=(-l)k+L(k+Z+1+h)“2 
Iklm+ l)+;)+ (‘:In+: l)‘l’lkh),+f~] 
k + 1 t 1 - h(f + 1) 112 
24 + k t l)(k t 1 t 1 + h) 
(k-1ZtlmtI)/f-$) 
- (‘;I”,: y2 (k-II+lm)(f~) . Ii (7.35) 
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After substituting definition (5.20) (from (I)) of the 1 k 1 m j, 
Ij, (j, i)j + +h; If 4rn + 4) 
.-(I+ 1) =I 
2’Z!(k!)“* ((Z- m)!)“2 . ‘#‘cl,,, 
(2(k + 2Z+ l)! (I + m + l)! (k + I+ 1 + h(Z + 1)))“” (7’36) 
where the !i$,, were defined in (7.32). 
As an abbreviation, define 
~khZm)=~j,(j,~)j+fh;Z+~m+f), (7.37) 
where k = 2j - I as always. Since the 1 k 1 m) are normalized, so are the 
I k h I m), whence the 
COROLLARY 7.9.1. 
.i, I GA’ w3 = 
(k+2Z+ l)! (Z+m+ l)! (k+Z+ 1 +h(Z+ 1)) 
22’-‘(1!)2 k!(Z - m)! 
7.7. Actions of dU(Lj,) on Spinor Basis 
By (5.10-12) of (I), we have 
dU(L,,)Ikhfm)=i(m+4)(khZm), 
dU(L,, - iL,,) 1 k h I m) = (I - m)“’ (I + m + 2)“* /k h 1 m + l), (7.38) 
dU(-L,,-iL23)~khZm)=(Z+m+1)“2(Z-m+l)”2~khlm-1). 
The purpose of this section is to derive analogous formulas for the dU(L,,), 
which are somewhat similar to those in Table VIII in (I). 
Some additional notation from (I) for linear combinations of the Xi and 
Yj will be useful. Besides the previous Jj” and Jp, (I) defined 
Jj=J;+J$ J, =J, +iJ,, JJ=J,-iJ, (7.39) 
and also similarly defined Ji and J: by replacing J,i by J; and JP (j = 1, 2) 
in (7.39). Thus 
J.h = -fN, - $Y2 and J”+ = -$Y, + +Y2. 
Recall also Y, = L,, + L,, , X, = L,, - L,, , etc., so that 
J+ = L,, - lL23 5 J.. =-L,, - iL13, J, = - iL,,, 
L,, + iL,, = -2Jt + J-, L,, - iL,, = 25; -J + . 
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SCHOLIUM 7.10. In any left-parallelized representation dU of the X,i and 
Yi in an induced bundle over S’: 
(I) idU(L,,) =-(X3, + Z,,) - idU(L,,), 
(2) dU(L - iL14) = C-L,, + iL,,) - (L,, - iL,,) - dU(J+), 
(3) dU(L + iL,,) = -(L,, + iL2J - (Lz4 + iL,,) + dU(JJ). 
Proof. The only fact used is that dU(Y,) = -yi in any left-parallelized 
representation. 
For convenience the commutation relations of the various basis elements 
are listed. 
SCHOLIUM 7.11. 
ILij, Ljk] = Li, (l<i,j,k<4). 
]Jj,J+l=J+, ]J,,J-1=-J-, [J+,Jm]=2J3; 
[J,, iL,,l = 0, ]J,, L,, - iL,,] = L,, - iL,,, 
[J3, L + &,I = -L + G,); 
[J,, hl = L - L, IJ,, L,, - iL,z,] = 0, 
[J,, L,, + iL,,] = 2iL,,; 
[JJ,iL34]=L24+iL,4, [J-, L,, - iL,,] = 2iL,,, 
[J_, L,, + iL,,] = 2iL,;, 
IL,, + iL,,, L,, - iL,,] = 2J,, [iL,,, L,, - iL,,] =-J,, 
[iL34,L24+iL,4]=-Jm. 
By Scholium 7.10 it follows that we must compute the external actions of 
all of the L, (1 ,< i, j < 4) on the ] k h I m); this appears practical only by 
reduction to the scalar case and use of Table VIII of (I). By (7.35) we have 
(k + 21+ 2)“* k I/2 
Ikllm)= (2(k+l+ 1))~/2 W~(k,l,m)+ (2(k+/+ 1))1/2 W-,(k”‘m)’ 
k’/* 
Ik -1 lm> = - (2(k + / + 1>>1,2 W,(kLm) + 
(k + 21f 2)“* 
(2(k + / + I))‘/’ w-l(k’ I’ m)’ 
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where 
these relations are readily reversible. In this way the vector field actions of 
the L, on the W, ,(k, I, m), and then on the 1 k f 1 1 m), were computed. The 
results of the latter are given in Table I. Table II results from this and 
Scholium 7.10. 
7.8. Action of Dirac Operator on Basis 
A convenient basis for spinor fields may be defined as follows. First define 
C2-valued functions on ti as follows: 
Ye!,, = eifn Yt,, , ~nkhlm)=eif”~khlm). 
where n is real and otherwise arbitrary. In terms of these, define C4-valued 
functions on ti by the following equations: 
) yh-1 = 
klmn 
lnkhlml)= (Ink;lm)j, lnkhlm-1)= (lnk;1,)). 
Relative to the curved parallelizaton for spinor fields, the latter functions 
form a basis for such fields. To treat the action of the Dirac operator on 
them it is convenient to use an expression for it in terms largely of 
enveloping algebra elements. 
SCHOLIUM 7.12. Let U denote one of the induced representations 
U:, @ U;, in the curved parallelization. Then 
gc = 0, dWd + (l/2) y4 y5 dub - k). 
Proof: This follows from Corollary 7.2.4. 
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TABLE I 
External Actions of the ~5,~ on the Ikhlm) 
373 
= (2m+1)[1(21+3)(k+21+2)+(l+2)(21+ 1)kl ,kllm) 
2(k+f+1)(21+1)(22+3) 
(iL,J /k-l rm) 
z (2m+l)[k1(21+3)t(kt21+2)(1+2)(21tl)] ,k-lIm) 
2(k+I+ 1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
mk + + lP2 - ::‘(;*~:lr;1;;;Y’:;)~ ,k + 1 1 I- 1 m) 
P2(k + 21 t 1)“2 (I- m)“* (I f m + 1)“2 - 
2&tlt 1)(2/t 1) 
Ik+1-ll-lm) 
- (k - 1)“’ (k t 21 t 2)“’ (I- m + 1)“2 (It m + 2)“’ ,k _ 1 -l , + 1 mu 
2(k t It I)(21 t 3) 
+ (k + 21 t 2)"2 (k + 21 t 3)"2 (I - m t 1p2 (I t m t 2)“’ ,k _ , 1 I + 1 m) 
2(k t 1 t I)(21 t 3) 
Table continued 
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TABLE I--(continued) 
(-L,, + iL,,) lk 1 !m) 
= (/-m)l’* (1 t M t 2)“* ((k t 21 t 2)1(2/t 3) t k(l+ 2)(21+ I)/ ,k 1 ,m + ,) 
(ktIt1)(21t1)(21+3) 
t 
2/c”*@ + 21t 2)“Z (I + I)(/- my (I + m + 2)l’* 
(k+It 1)(21+1)(21+3) 
j/f-llmtl) 
k”2(k + 21 t 3)“2 (I + m t 2)l’* (I + 111 + 3)“* - 
2(k t I t 1)(21 t 3) 
p-llltlm+l) 
t 
k”‘(k - 1)“2 (/t m + 2)“2 (It m + 3)“2 
2(k+It 1)(21+3) 
Ik-1-l[+lmtl) 
+(k+21t2)"*(lit1)"2(I-m)"'(i-nt-l)'~*,~tl ll-lmtl) 
2(k+I+ 1)(21+ 1) 
+ (k + 21 t 2)“* (k + 21+ l)“* (l-m)“2 (I-m - l)l’* (k + 1 -1 ,- 1 m $ ,) 
2(k t 1 t 1)(2[+ 1) 
(--L,, + iL,,)(k-1 lm) 
2k”*(k t 21+ 2)“* (I + 1)(1- ,)I’* (It m + 2)“2 
zz 
(ktI+1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
Ik 1 lm t 1) 
+(I-m)"*(itm+2)"*[k~(2l+3)t(kt2~t2)(l+2)(21t1)~,~~l,m+l' 
(k+It1)(21+1)(21t3) 
/ 
- kl'*(kt l)'/'(/-m)"*(/-m-l)"*(k+l ll~lm+l) 
2(kt[+ 1)(21+ 1) 
P(k + 21+ 1)“2 (/ - ,)“* (l-m - l)“* - 
2&+/t 1)(2/t 1) 
Jktl-ll-lm+l) 
- (k+21t3)"2(k+21+2)"2(Itm+2)"*(1tmt3)"2,~~1l[+lmt1) 
2(ktI+1)(21t3) 
+ (k-1)“2(k+21t2)“2(1+mt2)‘~2(1+mt3)1’2 ,k-l-ll+lmt 1, 
2(k+1+1)(21+3) / 
Table continued 
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TABLE I-(continued) 
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= 2k”2(k + 21+ 2)“2 (I + 1)(1- m + 1)“2 (I + m + 1)lf2 
(k+I+ 1)(2/t 1)(21+3) 
Ik-llm- 1) 
+ (I - m + I)“’ (I + m t I)“* [(k + 2/+ 2) I(21 + 3) t k(l + 2)(21+ l)] 
&+I+ 1)(2/t 1)(21+3) _ 
Xlkllm-1) 
+ 
k”2(k t 21 t 3)“’ (f-m t 2)“2 (i-m t 1)‘12 
2(k + It 1)(21+ 3) 
(k-lll+lm-1) 
k”2(k - 1)“2 (I - m + 1)“’ (I - m t 2)“2 
2(k + I + 1)(21+ 3) 
(k-I-ll+lm-1) 
(k f I)“’ (k + 22 + 2)“’ (I+ m)1’2 (l+ m + I)‘/’ - 
2(ktIt 1)(2/t 1) 
(kflll-lm-1) 
- (kt21+2)“‘(k+21+l)“2(I+m)“z(I+mtl)”2,k+l~ll~lm~lj 
2(ktI+ 1)(2/t 1) 
(L,, t iL,,) lk - 1 1 m) 
= 2k”*(k t 21 + 2)“2 (I + 1)(1 t m f 1)“2 (I-m + 1)‘12 
(k + I + 1)(21 t I)(21 t 3) 
Ikllm-1) 
+ 
(itm+I)“2(l-mtl)“2jkI(2it3)+(k+2IC2)(l+2)(2I+i)jlk~lIm~,~ 
(ktI+1)(21+1)(21+3) 
+ k”2(k + 1)“’ (It m)“2 (I + m + 1)‘12 
2(k+I+ 1)(2/t 1) 
IktllI-lm-1) 
t 
k”‘(k + 2/+ I)“’ (ft m)“’ (It m t 1)‘12 
2(k+I+1)(21+ 1) 
Iktl-ll-lm-1) 
f (k t 21 t 2)“’ (k t 21 t 3)“2 (I - m $ 1)“’ (I - m + 2)“2 
2(k t I t I)(21 + 3) 
Ik-lll+lm-1) 
- (k-1)“2(k+2~+2)“2(1-mtl)“‘2(1-mt2)”Z ,k-,-,l+lm-l) 
2(k+It 1)(21t3) 
Table conrinued 
580/49/3-E 
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TABLE I-(continued) 
(2m+l)@+2~+2) lkllm) 
= (k-t/+1)(21+1)(21+3) 
(2m ; :) ;;*1’;;2;: :,t:i’I ::’ l) / k -1 1 m) 
+ 
k1’2(k - l)“? (I - ??I + I)“* (I + m + 2)“2 
2(k+!+ 1)(21+3) 
lk-1-llflrn) 
t 
k”*(k t 21 t 3)“’ (I- m + 1)“’ (I + m t 2)“* (2k t 21 t 1) 
2(k t 1 t I)(21 t 3) 
lk-llltlm) 
f (kt21t2)“*(ktl)“2(l-m)“2(Itmtl)“2(2kt21t1)/kt1ll~1nt) 
2(ktIt 1)(21+ 1) 
- (k t 21f 2)“2 (k t 21 t 1)“’ (I- m)“2 (1 t M t l)“* ,k + 1 -l l _ 1 m) 
2(ktlt 1)(21t 1) 
(iL34) Ik -1 1 m) 
Pm+ I)W+21+2) ,k-llm) 
= (k+It 1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
+ k”*(k t 21 t 1)“’ (I- m)“* (1 t m t 1)“2 (2k + 21 t 3) 
2(ktlt 1)(21t 1) 
Ikt l-11+ lm) 
t 
k”*(k t l)“* (I- n~)“~ (1 t m t 1)“’ 
2(ktIt 1)(21t 1) 
lk+l 11-1~~) 
- (k t 21 t 2)“2 (k t 21 t 3)“’ (1 -m t 1)“2 (I t m t 2)“* ,k _ 1 1 I + 1 m) 
2(k + I + I)(21 t 3) 
+ (k - 1)“’ (k t 21 t 2)“’ (I- m + 1)“’ (1 t m t 2)“* (2k t 21 t 3) 
2(k+lt 1)(21t3) 
xlk-1-lltlm) 
Table continued 
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TABLE I-(continued) 
2k(k + 21+ 2)(1- ,)I’* (I + m + 2)“2 =z 
@+I+ 1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
pcllm+l) 
+ 2k”‘(k + 21 + 2)“2 (I + 1)(1- ??I)“* (I + m + 2y 
(k+It 1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
Ik-1 Im+ 1) 
+ k”*(k - I)“* (I + m + 2)“2 (I $ m + 3)“2 
2(ktItl)(21+3) 
Ik-I-ll+lmtl) 
t 
k”*(k t 21f 3)“2 (I t m t 2)“2 (I t m + 3)“2 (2k $ 21+ 1) 
2(k t 1 t 1)(21+ 3) 
jk-ll~tlmtl) 
(k t l)“2(k t 21 t 2)“’ (I - m)“* (I - m - l)“2 (2k t 21 t 1) - 
2(ktIt 1)(21+1) 
Xl/c+1 ll-lmtl) 
(L,,-iL,,)Ik-1Im) 
zz: 2k”2(kt21t2)“2(1t1)(1-m)“2(Itmt2)”2 ,kl,mt,) 
@+I+ 1)(2/t 1)(21+3) 
k”2(kt21+1)“2(I-m)“2(I-m-l)“2(2kt21t3) - 
2(ktIt 1)(21$1) 
jktl-ll-lmtl) 
k”*W + - l)“* - ~(~‘j:;~;;C&m ,k t 1 1 I- , m + ,) 
- (k t 21 t 2)“* (k t 21 t 3)“* (It m t 2)“* (I + m t 3)“2 ,k _ , 1 , f 1 m + l> 
2(ktIt 1)(21+3) 
+ (k-l)"2(kt21+2)"2(1+m+2)"2(l+m+3)"2(2k+21+3) 
2(k+I+1)(21+3) 
Xlk-1-ll+lmtl) 
Table continued 
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TABLE I-(continued) 
2!f9k + 21 + 2)"l (I + m + 1)“Z (I - m + 1y (I + 1) 
=- 
@+I+ 1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
l/c-l/m-l) 
2k(k + 21 + 2)(1+ in + 1)“’ (I - m + 1)“2 
@+I+ 1)(21+ 1)(X+3) 
lkllm-1) 
+ 
k"*(k - 1)"' (I - m + l)"* (I- m + 2)“* 
2(k + 1 t 1)(21 t 3) 
Ik-1-ll+lm-1) 
+ 
k"2(kt21t3)"2(1-mt1)"2(I-mt2)"2(2kt21t1) 
2(ktit 1)(21f3) 
/k-l lltlm-1) 
(k t 1)"' (k t 21 t 2)"' (! t m)‘j2 (It m t l)"2 (2k t 21 t 1) - 
2(ktIt 1)(2/t 1) 
Xlktll/-lm-1) 
t(kt21t2)"2(kt2~t1)"2(~+m)"2(Itm+l)"2,~tl~l,~lm~lj 
2(ktIt 1)(21+ 1) 
(L,,tiL,,)Ik-1Im) 
2k"*(k t 21 t 2)"2 (I + m + 1)“’ (I - m $ l)“* (I + 1) 
=- 
(ktIt1)(21+ 1)(21+3) 
Ikllm-1) 
+ 2!++21$2)(ltmt 1)"2(1-mt 1)"2 
(ktIt1)(21+1)(21t3) 
lk--l/m-l) 
k"*(k t 1)"' (It m)"' (It m t 1)"2 - 
2@tlt 1)(2/t 1) 
Iktlll-lm-1) 
l~"~(k +21f 1)"2 (It m)l'* (It m t 1)"' (2k t 21 t 3) - 
2(ktIt 1)(21+ 1) 
Ikt 1-ll-lm-I) 
- (k t 21 t 2)"2 (k t 21 t 3)"' (1 -m t 1)"2 (1 -m + 2)"' ik _ 1 1 I + 1 m _ 1) 
2(ktIt 1)(21+3) 
+ (k-1)“2(k+21f2)“2(1-mf1)“2(1-m+2)”2(2k+21t3) 
2(ktIt 1)(21t3) 
Xl!-1-lltlm-1) 
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TABLE II 
Action of the dU(L,,) on the 1 k h I m) 
i dU(L,,) Ik 1 I m) 
(k + 21f 2)“’ (k + 1)“’ (I - m)“* (I + m + 1)“2 == - 
21-k 1 
I/c+1 l/-lm) 
+(2mt1)(2k+21t3),kllm) 
2(21 t 1)(21 t 3) 
k”‘(k t 21 t 3)“2 (I - m + 1)“’ (I + m + 2)“2 - 
21t 3 
lk-1 ll+lm) 
idU(L,,)lk- 1 Im) 
!f”2(k t 21+ 1)“’ (I - m)“* (I + m + 1)“’ =: - 
21t 1 
Iktl-ll-lm) 
- ‘2$:)(::(~:1:) ‘) Ik- 1 Im) 
(k - 1)“2 (k t 21f 2)“’ (I - m + 1)“2 (I t m + 2)“’ ,k _ 1 -1 If 1 m) 
21 t 3 
dU(L,, - iL,,) 1 k 1 I m) 
= (k + 1)“’ (k t 21 t 2)“’ (I - m)“2 (I-m - l)“* 
21$ 1 
Ik+lll-lmtl) 
- (~-mY C;+” :,:[‘I if” f 21-t 3) ,k 1 ,m + 1) 
k”*(k + 21+ 3)“’ (It m f 2)“’ (I + m t 3)“2 
21t 3 
Ik-llltlmtl) 
dU(L,, - iL,,) Ik -1 Im) 
k”*(k + 21+ 1)“2 (I - m)“2 (I - m - l)“* z 
21t 1 
Iktl-ll-lmtl) 
t(I-m)“2(Itm+2)“*(2kt21t1),k~lImt1~ 
(21 t 1)(21 t 3) 
- (k - 1)“’ (k t 21 t 2)“’ (It m t 2)“’ (It m t 3)“2 ,k _ 1 -1 I + 1 m + 1) 
214-3 
Table continued 
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TABLE II-(conrinued) 
dU(LZ, + iL,,)lk I/m) 
(k + l)“* (k t 21 t 2)“2 (/t ,)I!2 (I$ m + 1)‘: = 
21t 1 
ptli~-lm-l) 
t 
(I-m+1)“2(1+m+1)“2(2k+21+3) 
(21f I)(21 + 3) 
lkllm-I) 
k”*(k + 21 t 3)“2 (I - m + 1)“2 (I - m t 2)1’2 
21t 3 
l&l 1/+1m-1) 
dU(L,, t L,,) Ik - 1 I m) 
k”*(k + 21f 1)“2 (I t m)“2 (I + M t l)“Z 
= 
21-b 1 
Ik+l-ll-lm-1) 
(i+mtl)1’2(l-m+l)“2(2kt21+I),k~llm~l~ 
(21+ 1)(21+ 3) 
- (k-l)“2(k+21+2)“2(1-m+1)“2(1-m+2)”2,~~~~lltlm~,~ 
21t 3 
COROLLARY 7.12.1. 
!2ac !P/,“;,, = (n-he(k+I+ 1 +$h)) !P:ljnE. 
Proof This follows from Scholia 7.12 and 7.9. 
The next result treats the relation between the square of the Dirac operator 
and the (scalar) wave operator. 
COROLLARY 7.12.2. With the notation of Scholium 7.12, for any 
constant c: 
dU[X; - CA - (1 - c)p + 1 - c( 1 - c)] = -(gC + (c - 4) y4ys)*. (7.40) 
In particular, 
-pc + jy4y5y = xi -x: -x: -x; + 1 
(c= l), and 
dU(L, + 3/4) = -(q)* 
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(c = +). The value of the left side of Eq. (7.40) on !Y&,,, is 
-d + (k + I+ 1 + (1 - c)h)2. 
Proof: It suffices to check that the results of applying the two sides of 
Eq. (7.40) to a basis agree. By Corollary 7.12.1, 
PC + cc - 9 74 YA %m, = (n - he(k + I+ 1 t; (1 - c)h)) Y~G:. 
Now using Scholium 7.9, the proof is concluded. 
The following theorem shows that the kernel of gc consists of four distinct 
subspaces, on each of which the energy is one-sided. It will appear in Section 
7.10 that these spaces are precisely the minimal (conformally) invariant 
subspaces of U:,, 0 U& ; and further, that this spinor representation is the 
unique one admitting such minimal invariant subspaces of the type specified 
in Theorem 7.22. 
THEOREM 7.13. All distribution solutions of the equation gc Y = 0 on 
R’ x S3 are invariant under 6” (or equivalently, are periodic in time with 
period 47t), and the temporal evolution group deJined by this equation acts 
continuously on arbitrary L,-Sobolev spaces over S’. 
Explicitly, any such solution has the form 
( 
e’ y2 ,9!* ) (1 -@ (‘7’ e:,2 ) y 
for some solution !4 of class C’ and positive integer k. Moreover for any 
solution Y of the equation Qc Y = 0, the components of the matrix 
( 
e - it12 
0 
O Y eit/2 
1 
satisfy the curved wave equation 
PC + 1) ( ,y2 ,f,* )Y= 0. 
Such solutions of the equation gc Y = 0 are spanned by those Yf!,,,,,, 
where (1) e= 1, h= 1, n=k+ 1 +3/2; (2) e= 1, h=-1, 
n = --k - 1 - l/2; (3) e = -1, h = 1, n =-k - 1 - 3/2; (4) e = -1, h = -1, 
n = k + 1 + l/2. The totality of solutions is not periodic with period less than 
4n, or equivalently, cannot be lifted up from any lower covering of ti than 
liyjic”,* 
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Proof. In view of the equation 
i 
eit/2 0 
0 ,-it/Z J 
(@c + +y4ys) 
i 
eit’2 
0 
eit,2 ,j = gc 
and Corollary 7.12.2, the proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 
5.5 of (I). The assertions regarding the basis follow from Corollary 7.12.1. 
COROLLARY 7.13.1. Let .n be integral or half-integral. Then 
Y = In k h 1 m e> is lifted up from tic4’, and 
((Y, Y)) = (n - eh(k + I + 1 + fh)) 87~~. 
If furthermore !P appears in the list (l)-(4) in Theorem 7.13, then 
(((K Y))) = 27t2. 
Pro@ ((.. .)) and (((e, e))) were defined with the measures d4u and d3u, 
while the 1 k I m) and so forth were normalized with w3 (cf. Lemma 5.4.2 of 
(I)); d,u = 27c2w, by Section 3.7 of (I). 
The eigenspaces of the flat Dirac operator are important in conventional 
relativistic theory. The spectral decomposition of gc is easily exhibited in 
terms of the basis defined here. The eigenvalues of G@, are either real or 
purely imaginary; as will be seen in Section 7.10, the physically relevant 
(positive energy) parts of the spinor bundles are spanned by the real 
eigenspaces of gc, which are spanned by those !P&,, such that 1 nl > 
k+ I+ 1 + fh. We introduce the notation p= h(k+ I+ 1 + ih), and the 
following notation for the real eigenspaces of @c (determined by Corollary 
7.12.1): 
The +(n’ - p2)lj2 eigenspace of gc is spanned by 
I?/$; = (n + p)“’ !I$~,, + (n - p)“’ Y&k (n > 0) 
and 
Pj&i = (-n - p)“2 Yji,, - (-n + p)‘12 YgGl, (n c 0); 
the -(n2 - p’)“’ eigenspace of @c is spanned by 
Ef;\ = (n + p)“’ Yt:,, - (n - p)“’ Yil,L (n > 0) 
and 
P&L = C--n - p)“’ Yi:mn + (-n + p)‘/’ Yf,L (n < 0). 
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(E is for “electron” and P is for “positron.“) We also write E$,,,, and Pi:,,,,,, 
where s = f 1; then s = 1 (resp. s = -1) if and only if E::,,, , or Pi;,,,, , is in a 
positive (resp. negative) eigenspace of gc. Note that 
I+%,,,, = E&n and (7.41) 
however, the spectral decomposition of y4gcy4 is entirely different from that 
of gc* 
7.7. Actions of Discrete Symmetries 
This section determines the actions on the spinor field basis of the discrete 
symmetries T, C, and P. These actions are obtained by inducing to G+ x Z, 
the standard form of the projective extension of the spin representation 
R, = R z @ R; defined by Eq. (7.2). As earlier the weights (w, w) are 
assumed real and fields are taken in their curved parallelized forms unless 
otherwise indicated. The induced representation U; @ U; is denoted in this 
section as U. Recalling the standardizing equations (7.3), the actions U(T), 
U(C), and U(P) on fields are then given by Corollaries 4.1.5 and 4.1.7: 
U(T): Y(tx W)+ q-t x Iv), 
U(C): Y(t x W)+ (-:2 “oi) et 
U(P): wx W)-, $1 ( 
-w- 
o 
(7.42) 
(7.43) 
x w-y 
It follows that Remark 7.2 applies equally if R is replaced by U. 
SCHOLIUM 7.14. The actions of T, C, and P on the spinor basis are 
U(T) Y&, = i(-1)“” (Z+m+ l)! yhe 
(I - m)! k/-m-In, 
U(C) yl,h& = i(-l)m e 
U(P) !PfFm, = i(-1)’ Y;$;,“,, 
U(T) Inklme) = i(-l)‘+“’ (nkhf -m - 1 e), 
U(C) Inklme) = ie(-l)rtmtl I-nkhl-m - 1 -e), 
U(P)Inkhlme)=(-l)‘Ink+h-h/m-e). 
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Proof. We compute U(P) Y&, first; this case will require the following 
formulas from Table III: 
(u4-u*)Ykl;= k:;:, ~:-l,,+ k KArl~ 
k+l+l 
which are proved in the next section. 
Setting 
and 
V’p,(k,Z,m)=2(1+ l)P,=L,,+,,,,--(l+ 1)(1-m+l)k,,+,,, 
it is easily seen from (7.32) that 
v- ,(k, 1, m) = 
k!a”;,, f (k + 21 t 2) !I’$ 
2(k+Z+ 1) ’ 
so that 
Y iI,,, = (k + 2Z+ 2) V,(k, 1, m) + V- ,(k, Z, m) 
and 
5,; = -kV,(k, I, m) + VP ,(k, I, m). 
Now by Corollary 5.4.5 of (I), /3,&W-‘) = (-l)‘Pklm(v for all 
WE SU(2), so that by the above formulas involving the V, ,(k, 1, m), 
- w-‘Yy:I,(w-‘) 
= (-l)‘C’ (U, - U,) Ik :;; 1 yu:,, - “k’,:‘,‘; ai:] 
= C-1)’ K;l,m(w> by (7.44). 
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TABLE III 
Multiplicative and Scale Actions on the ‘f$,,, 
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-- 
: (/+k+:;;+k+:) y”l’m 
1 
U,Ylk;;=-- 
It 1 1 Zl+k+l 
2 (l+k)(l+k+ 1) %,m+~ ltk T! Ilrn 
k +l- 
2 (+k+l KC: t,ttl 
1 21+k+2 
u-,U( y:,,, =- 
k+l 
4 I+k+l y’l-mm+, +1 
____ ~~+llmn+I 4 lfkt2 
1 1t1 1 21+kt2 -- 
4 (I+k+ l)(l+k+2) 
~k;lllrn”iI +- 2 I+k+l 
y:-,rmn- I 
+f_ kfl 
----yl:+lht-l -’ 
4 ltk+2 4 (I+k+:;(;tk+2) y”l’mn-’ 
1 
u-,u4yl;,;,=-- 
1+1 
4 (/ + k)(l t k + 1) 
1 k + -____ y-1 
1 1t1 
4 l+k+l k+llmn+l 4 (I+k)(ltk+ 1) 
Cllmn-l 
1 2ltkt2 
Ub ul:,, = - - yu:- Ilrn 
1 k+l 
2 k+l+l 
f-- y:+,,, 2 kt1+2 
1 (/+ 1)(21t 2k+3) yY-, 
+l (I+kt l)(ltkt2) ‘+‘lrn 
u,y,;=-~(‘+ 1W+2k+ 1) 
2 (I+k)(l+k+ 1) 
vi- Ilrn 
1 21tk+l 
+1 Itk 
YJ;:,,,-Lk w,:,,, 
2 Itkfl 
Table continued 
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TABLE III-(continued) 
1 21+k+2 
-s'y;,,, = - 
4 i+k+l 
(-ntl+kt2) ‘f’u:-,,,,+, 
--+$-& (n+l+k) ‘J’:+,,m,+, 
1 1+1 
+4 (I+k+ 1)(I+k+2) (n + I+ k) Y,: ,,mn+ , 
+f :‘,‘k”:; (n+I+k+2) y.‘;-l,,n-l 
1 
+-$& (n-1-k) ‘f’;+,,mn-, 
1 1+1 
+T (l+k+ l)(l+k+2) 
(-ntt+k) Y;+‘l,,j,ml 
4 ul,;, = - ItI 
1 
(n - I- k - 4 (l+k)(t+k+ 1) 2) Y:- ,,mn+, 
+7 
1 “::;’ (-n+ltktZ) Yi;,,mn+, 
-f&-q @+l+k) Ylk;L,,mn+~ 
1 1st -- 
4 (I+ k)(l + k t 1) 
(ntl+k+2) y:-l,,“-, 
1 21+k+l 
+4 ltk (n+l+k+2) ‘K!mt-, 
+f& (n-1-k) ‘Cillmn-, 
Similarly, 
- w-‘!P,#v-‘) = (-1)’ Y;-,,,(w) ( w E s U(2)); 
this, together with (7.36) and (7.37), gives the stated actions of U(P). 
Since by (7.43) the forms of U(T) and U(C) are so similar, it suffkes to 
prove that 
u* Fgy- i(-l)“+’ (I+ m + l)! yVh 
(1- m)! k/-m-l, 
(7.45) 
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and again apply (7.36) and (7.37), noting the anti-linearity of U(7) and 
U(C). We prove (7.45) in the case h = 1; the other case is similar. By 
Corollary 5.4.5, Bklrn = - (-1)” ((I+ m>!/(Z-m)!)&-,,-,, so that c 
equals 
i(--l)“(k+21+2)jEi~+:))jP,I,-, 
-i(-l)“‘(k+ 2Z+ 2) (z;~,+);)!/3:,-m 
+ 2(Z + l)(-l)m+i “;“~)~~5Y_l,,,,,, 
- w + 1X-l) VI (z+ * + l)!p:-l,+,mm. (I _ m)! 
a2 takes p:,,,, into ip,h and PiA into -$I:,,,,, and thus takes the previous 
expression into the right side of (7.45). 
Consider again the list (l)-(4) of subspaces of ker Qc in Theorem 7.13. It 
follows that U(T) leaves each invariant; U(C) exchanges (1) and (3) and 
exchanges (2) and (4); and U(P) exchanges (1) and (4) and exchanges (2) 
and (3). Thus e+ X 2, will act irreducibly on ker Qc (cf. Theorem 7.22). 
Finally, U(c) = i on (1) and (2), and U(c) = -i on (3) and (4). 
COROLLARY 7.14.1. With assignments (7.43), 
(a) U(T) V(C) U(P) YI,“;,, = (-l)‘+’ eYk;h&m-n; 
(b) gc commutes with U(T), U(C), and U(P). 
Proof: This follows from Scholium 7.14 and Corollary 7.12.1. 
It follows from (b) above that U(T), U(C), and U(P) leave the positive 
eigenspaces of Q!c invariant. This is also exhibited in the following corollary, 
in connection with which it should be recalled that Et&,,, and P$,,,, are in a 
positive (resp. negative) subspace of G?c if and only if s = 1 (resp. s = -1). 
COROLLARY 7.14.2. Define f(Z, m) = (2 + m + l)!/(Z - m)!. Then 
U(T) E&,, = i(-1)“’ ‘f(Z, m) E:f-,- ,n, 
U(T) P:fmn = i(-l)“+‘f(Z, m) Ptf_m-ln, 
U(C) E:S,” = si(-l)m+‘f(Z, m) Ptf-m- ,--n, 
U(C) f%n = si(-l)“f(Z,m)E,h;-m-l-n, 
UP) al, = ~(-1)’ Ek;h;,mn, 
U(P) P& = s(-l)‘+’ Pk;hilmn. 
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ProoJ This follows from Scholium 7.14 and the definitions of E!&, and 
P klmn . 
7.10. Scale and Multiplicative Actions 
The transformations of spinor fields that have thus far been considered 
(e.g., those given by &J(K), gc, and the discrete symmetries) have basically 
left invariant the K-types of the spinor representations. That is, a given basis 
element !?$ym, has been transformed into linear combinations of others such 
that the parameters n and ordered pair (k + 1, k + I + h) have been left 
invariant. The exceptions have been U(P) and U(C), which reverse the 
ordering in the ordered pair and change the sign of n. 
This section examines other transformations, namely, multiplication by uj, 
u-i, U,, and (infinitesimal) scale transformations, which besides possibly 
changing h, all increment or decrement k and IZ by 1 while leaving 1 and m 
fixed. 
SCHOLIUM 7.15. u- , Yi,,,,,, , u, lyt,,, , and -S Ytl,,,,, have the forms listed 
in Table III. 
ProoJ This follows from (7.32) and Table IX of (I). 
According to Corollary 7.2.3, it is necessary to evaluate iJ, Yi,,,,. This 
involves multiplication of the Pklm by u3 and U, f iu,, which has not been 
considered thus far. In fact, some recursion relations for Gegenbauer 
polynomials and associated Legendre functions additional to those 
considered in (I) are involved. Recall first 
cos I9 Pyycos B) = g Py- ,(cos 8) + ’ ,I”,; ’ P’I+ ,(cos 0) (7.46) 
from (5.23) of (I), and 
sin 19P;“(cos 0) = & P~‘_f,‘(cos ~9) - &Py++il(cos 19) (7.47) 
from [4, p. 161, Eq. (13)]. 
SCHOLIUM 7.16. U, Y$,,, has the form listed in Table III. 
LEMMA 7.16.1. 
sin’ p Cp ‘(cos p) = (21 + k + 1W + k) ci(cos p) 
41(1+k+ 1) 
_ (k + w + 1) c' 
41(1+k+ 1) k+2 
(cosp) (7.48) 
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and 
C:+‘(cosp)=- $1 1 c:+gcos p) + ,;;: 1 c:+*(cosp). (7.49) 
Proof: Equation (7.48) follows from (5.24) and (5.27) of (I). Equation 
(7.49) follows from the equation 
cp ‘(x) = CF ‘(x) + C:“,(x) - 2xc:+_:(x) 
[5, p. 182, Eq. (10.41)], and then use of (5.26) of (I). 
By Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of (I), 
u, = 
( 
i sinp cos 6 ie-‘” sinp sin 0 
ie’” sinp sin 0 -i sinp cosB 1 * 
(7.50) 
LEMMA 7.16.2. 
sin p cos 8 p,,, = (21+ k + 1)(21+ k)(l + m) p 
4l(l+k+ 1)(21+ 1) kl Im 
_ 
(k + l)(k + 2)U + m> - 
41(1+ k + 1)(21+ 1) Pk+2’-1m 
(I+ 1)(/-m+ 1) 
-(21+ 1)(1+k+ l)Pk-2’+1m 
(I+ 1)(1-m + 1) 
+(21+ l)(l+k+ l)Pk’C1mr 
_ (k+ W+ 2) p _ 
41(21+ l)(Z+k+ 1) k+21 Im+’ 
f+1 
-(I+k+ 1)(21+ l)Pk’+‘m+’ 
z+1 
+ (l+ k + 1)(21+ l)Pk-2’+‘m+1’ 
(7.5 1) 
(7.52) 
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and 
e -im sin p sin 8 Pklm = - 
(21+k+ 1)(21+k)(l+m- l)(l+m)p 
41(21+ l)(/+k+ 1) kl lm 1 
_ _ 
+ (k + l)(k + 2)(1+ m - I)(1 + m)P 
41(2/f l)(Z+k+ 1) k+Zl lm 1 
_ _ 
+ (1+ 1)(1- m + 1)(1- m + 2) B 
(1+k+ 1)(21+ 1) kl+lm-1 
- (I+ 1)(1-m+ l)(l-m+2)p 
(I+k+ 1)(21+ 1) k 2/+lm-1’ 
_ (7.53) 
ProoJ Equation (7.51) follows from (7.46), and then (7.48) and (7.49). 
Equations (7.52) and (7.53) follow from use of (7.47), and then again (7.48) 
and (7.49). 
Proof of Scholium 7.16. Application of matrix (7.50) to (7.32) and use 
of Lemma 7.16.2 produces 32 terms, each a multiple of some pi,,. Sixteen of 
these cancel in pairs, and the rest combine as stated. 
SCHOLIUM 7.17. dU:(S) Yap,, (e = f 1) is given in Table IV. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 7.2.3. and Scholia 7.15 and 7.16. 
Naturally Tables V and VI result from applying (7.36) and (7.37) to 
Tables III and IV. 
7.11 Action of gf and Composition Series 
By combining Table III and Corollaries 7.4.2 and 7.12.1, one obtains 
SCHOLIUM 7.18. Within the bundle induced from R $2 @ R 3/2, 
9. %nl n = (n - e(k + I + 3/2)) 
1 
T Y,&,z+ 1 + T l y%in-l 
1 k+21+2 \yl-e 1 
$4 k+l+l 
k+ 1 y/-e 
k-llmn+~k+l+2 k+llmn 
-- 
: (k+I+:;(:+1+2) y,;‘G”] 
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TABLE IV 
Actions of &J(S) on the yl,hj," 
1 21+k+2 
dU,c (S) ul:;,, = - 
4 I+k+l (-n+I+k+3-w) Y:!,,,,,“+, 
-+&(n+l+k+l+w) Y’::j,mn+, 
1 ([+ l)(n-I-k-3+w) ~‘” 
+T (I+k+l)(/+k+2) k+l,mn+I 
1 21+k+2 t- 
4 ltk+l (n+I+kt2--w) 'f';',,,,_, 
+f$$ (n-l-k-w) Y:!+,,mn-, 
+i 
It1 
4 (I + k t I)(1 t k t 2) 
(-ntItk+w) '&!:,,,-, 
dcr: (S) yl;;, = J- It1 
4 (It k)(l t k t 1) (n+ltk- 1 tw) Y:!,,mn+, 
1 21+k+l 
+4 I+k (-ntItktl-w)'S';::,,,,,+, 
-&&(n+l+ktw- 1) 'f'k;l:,mn+, 
1 1+1 -- 
4 (I+k)(ltktl) 
(n+Itkt2-w)!f'Y:',,,,m, 
1 21tktl 
$4 Itk (ntItkt2-w) ul,-_l:,,,,m, 
tJ- 4&(“-‘-k-w) ~v,;l:,,,-, 
Table continued 
580/49/3 D 
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TABLE IV-(continued) 
dLI;(S)y:,:,:L2’+k+2 
4 I+k+l 
(--n+I+kt2-w) Yy:I:,,,+, 
-f$-&Wktw) Y:;;,,,,,+l 
1 ii-1 
+?- (Itkt 1)(1tkt2) 
(n t I t k t w) Yi;&+, 
t+:':,"+; (n+Itk+3-w) Y'::;,,,-, 
t+&(n-l-k-l-w) Y;;;,,,m, 
1 It1 
+ 4 (1 t k + I)(1 t k t 2) (-n-I-ktw-3) Y,;f;,m, 
1 1t1 
dK(S) K/!k = 4 (l f k)(l + k + 1) (n-l-k-2+w) Y':I:,,,,n+, 
+7 
' ";:;' (-ntItkt2-w) Y;!;,;,,+j 
-+&(n+'tkfw) 'J';:&+, 
1 IS1 
4 (Itk)(ltkt 1) 
(n-I-kfl-w) Y':I;,,,-, 
+4 
' "T:: (ntI+ktl-w)Y;!&, 
t-+&+-k+ l-w) Y,;',;,-, 
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TABLE V 
Multiplicative and Scale Actions on Normalized Spinor Basis 
u_,Inkhlm)=iln+lkhlm)+iln-lkhlm) 
u,InkhIm)=-tilntlkhIm)+fiIn-1khIm) 
u,Ik 1 1 Im)=T k”‘(;;::+12)“’ ,k- 1 1 rm) 
+ L (k t 1)“2(k t 21f 3)“’ 
1 2 ktlt2 jkt llm) 
1 Ii-1 2 (k+I+l)(k+I+2) lk+l-l/m) 
I,)=-1 It 1 
2 (k+I)(ktI+l) 
Ik-1 l/m) 
+‘(k-l)“‘(k+21+ l)“* 
2 k+l Ik-l-l/m) 
1 +2 k”‘(; :;7’* , k + 1 -1 I m) 
1 lt?l)=-1 k”“;;;++12”” ,k _ 1 1 lm) 
+ _f_ (k + l)“‘(k + 21 t 3)“2 
2 k+1+2 Iktlllm) 
+’ (It 1)(21+2kt3) 
2 (I+kt l)(l+kt2) 
(ktl-llm) 
UJk-1 Im)=-- : (:~tl~~~~:“,i,‘)~k- 11 /m) 
+i (k-1)“*(21tkt 1)“” 
2 ltk 
Ik- l-1 Im) 
1 2 k”“;+tk2::2”‘2 ,k rm) + 1 -1 
Table continued 
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TABLE V-(continued) 
1 k”?(k + 21+ 2)l’I 
-Sink 1 ‘m)=T 
k+l+ 1 
(-n+ktI+2)ln+lk-1 I/m) 
1 (k t I)“* (k + 21 t 3)“* 
4 ktlt2 
(n+k+I)In+lk+l l[m) 
1 lil 
+T (k+l+ l)(k+lt2) 
(ntk+l)ln+lktl-llm) 
+ L k”*(k + 21+ 2)“* 
4 k+lt 1 (n+ktIt2)ln-11-l l/m) 
1 (k + l)“‘(k t 21 t 3)“2 
+4 ktlt2 
(n-l-k)/n-lk+l llm) 
1 it1 
+T (ktlt l)(ktIt2) 
(-ntk+I)In-lktl-l/m) 
-Sink-l lm)=L 
I+ 1 
4 (k t I)(k t 1 t 1) 
(n-k-I-2)Jntlk-lllm) 
1 
+Ji 
(k - l)“* (k + 21+ l)“* 
ktl 
(-ntk+1+2)Intlk-l-l/m) 
1 k”2(k + 21+ 2)“’ 
-- 
4 ktlt 1 
(ntktl)lntlktl-llm) 
1 lt1 
4 (ltk)(ktIt 1) 
(n+ktlt2)In-lk-1 llm) 
+ L (k - l)“* (k t 21t 1)“’ 
4 k+l (n+ktIt2)ln-lk-I-Ilm) 
+ L k”2(k t 21f 2)“* 
4 ktlt 1 (n-k-I)ln-lktl-l/m) 
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TABLE VI 
Actions of &I(S) on Normalized Spinor Basis 
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dU:(S)lnk 1 lm) 
q =p!*(k+21+2y 
4 I+k+1 (-n+I+k+3-w)In+lk l/m) -1 
1 (kt 1)“2(k+21t3)“2 
4 l+k+2 (n+I+k+ltw)~n+lk+11Im) 
1 lt 1 
+4(1+k+1)(1+k+2) 
(n-I-k-3+w)ln+lk+l-l/m) 
I k”*(k + 21 + 2)“’ 
+4 Itk+l 
(ntI+k+2-w)In-lk-1 llm) 
+ L (k + 1)“2 (k + 21+ 3)“2 
4 kt1$2 (n-k-I-w)In-lk+llIm) 
1 If1 
$4 (l+kt2)(l+k+ 1) 
(-ntI+k+w)ln-lk+l-l/m) 
dCJ;(S)lnk-1 Im) 
1 if1 
p(ntI+k-l+w)Intlk-1 l/m) 
4 (l+k+ l)(ltk) 
l+ (k-1)“2(k+21+1)“2 
4 ktl (-ntk+It1-w)~nt1k-1-1Im) 
’ k”z(;~~~12)“2(ntltk+w-l)~n+lktl-lh) 
4 
1 1+ 1 
4 (ltkt l)(ltk) 
(n+I+k+2-w)ln-lk-11Im) 
1 (k- 1)“2 (kt21+ l)“* 
+4 k+l 
(n+l+kt2-w)~n-1k-1-1lm) 
tik”2(k+21+2)“2 
4 I+kt 1 (n-l-k-w)/n-lktl-llm) 
Table continued 
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TABLE VI-(continued) 
d&r(S) /n k 1 1 m) 
1 k’12(k t 21 t 2)“2 =- 4 k+l+ 1 (-ntItk+2-w)lntlk-1 llm) 
1 (k $ l)“‘(k t 21 t 3)“* 
4 kt1+2 (ntltktw/ntlktlllm) 
1 If1 
+~(ktW)(k+It 1) 
(ntItk+w)~ntlk+l-1Im) 
1 k”*(k t 21+ 2)“’ 
+T- k+l+l 
(ntItkt3-w)ln-lk-11/m) 
+i (kt l)“2(k+21+3)“2 
4 kt1+2 
(n-l-k-1-w)ln-lktl l/m) 
1 1t1 
$4 (ktIt2)(1+kt 1) 
(-n-I-k+w-3)(n-lk+l-I/m) 
dU,(S)lnk-llm) 
1 1+1 =- 
4 (k+lt l)(k+I) 
(n-k-I-2tw)Intlk-11/m) 
1 
+4 
(k-l)“2(k+21t l)“2 
ktl 
(-n+k+I+2-w)Jn+lk-I-l/m) 
1 k”*(k t 21+ 2)“’ 
4 k+l+ 1 (ntk+l+w)~ntlktl-llm) 
1 It 1 
4 (k+l+ l)(k+l) 
(n-k-l+l-w)In-lk-1 llm) 
1 
+4 
(k - l)“* (k + 21+ l)“* 
ktl 
(ntktltl-w)ln-lk-l-l/m) 
+Ji 
’ k”‘(~~~~12)“*(n-l-ktl-w)~n-lktl-llm) 
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and 
C3fY;~n = (n + e(k + I+ l/2)) 
1 k+21+1 y-,-e 1 k 
+-;?- k+Z+l k-kl+~ k+l+ 1 Fzlzln - I 
Let E* be the space of all finite linear combinations of the Y&,,, for 
e = f 1. Each of the representations dUz of the Lie algebra of G acts on 
E * ; this section determines all of the invariant subspaces of these represen- 
tations. It is well known that these representations on K-finite vectors 
determine the global reducibility properties of corresponding representations 
of at least the finite covering groups of the adjoint groups. These represen- 
tation spaces derive from the induced bundles over finite coverings of m, and 
are spanned by those Y$,,,” for which n is rational. 
It is found in particular that the solution manifold of the Dirac equation 
(of mass 0) is naturally described purely in bundle and transformation group 
terms, the wave equation being derivative rather than fundamental here. The 
spaces (l)-(4) of Theorem 7.13 are the unique infinite-dimensional causally 
invariant minimal subspaces with the property that each joint eigenspace of 
dU(p) and dU(k) is an eigenspace of dU(X,) (or alternatively and physically 
quite significantly, that each smooth element of the subspace is determined 
by its restriction to any space-like surface {t} x S’; cf. Theorem 7.22). 
As in Lemma 5.5.4 of (I); the eigenspaces of the central element < provide 
an initial decomposition of E*. 
SCHOLIUM 7.19. For e = f 1 and all w, 
ProoJ Recall from Corollary 2.1.1 of (I) that [ = 7c X - Z X Z E I%; by 
Corollary 4.1.4, 
U(C): Y(U(t x w-) -+ qy- ‘(t x w)) 
= Y((t - n) x -Iv) (t E R, WE W(2)). 
Then by Lemma 5.4.3 of (I) and (7.32), 
U(c): eifnYi,, + ei(‘-“)“(-l)k+l yt,,. 
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Given any real number 2, define E,: to be the span of all !P$,, (e = f 1) 
such that n - k - I- L is an even integer. Clearly E* is the direct sum of all 
E: , and by Scholium 7.19 each Ef is invariant under any dU: . As in (I), 
elements of Et are lifted up from M, those of Et + E: from m and so on. 
Concerning solutions (Theorem 7.13) of the Dirac equation, it is relevant to 
observe that U:(C) equals i on E& and -i on E :&. Finally, define H,: = 
i dIJi (X,). 
Scholium 7.3 now implies 
SCHOLIUM 7.20. For any weight w and rational 1, the representation 
dIJ2 on E,i is contragredient to dU,i_ II’ on E f n. 
SCHOLIUM 7.21. If w is nonreal, then dU,$ acts irreducibly on each E,i . 
Suppose w is real. Then dUG acts irreducibly on all the Ei except EG and 
ET-,; dU; acts irreducibly on all the E; except E I )I’ and E;, , . 
w + 4 is integral if and only if E :-, = E: , which in turn is valid tf and 
only ifE;+,, = E:,. 
Proof: Under the assumptions stated on w and 1, the coefficients in the 
terms for dUz(S) !Pt&L in Table IV are always nonzero, for vl$$ in Ei . 
Clearly E: = Et if and only if i(a - 6) is integral. 
THEOREM 7.22. Let w be real. 
SupposeJrst that w + f is nonintegral. Then E: and E:-,, (resp. EI,, and 
E;,,) have 3-step composition series under dUz (resp. dU;): 
H: is bounded from below (above) on V* (resp. W*), and this numerical 
bound can be taken to be 0 provided w > 0, in all cases. 
Now let w be an integer plus 4. Suppose >rst that w = 912, 1 l/2, 13/2,..., 
and let dU,+ act on Ei . Then Ez contains three minimal invariant subspaces 
V, , V, V~ ; Hz is strictly positive (negative) on V, (resp. V-). The quotient 
of E: by the sum of V,, V, and V contains two minimal invariant 
subspaces W, and W- on which the induced action of Hz is strictly positive 
and negative. Finally, the further quotient by W, @ W- is nonzero and 
finite-dimensional. 
If w = 712 or w = 512, the same is true (for the actions of dU= on E& 
and E&, respectively), except that the last finite-dimensional quotient is 
zero. 
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Now let w = 312, and let dUz act on Ez . Then Et& has two minimal 
invariant subspaces W, , equal to the span of all YL:,,,,, such that 
n = k + 1 + 312, and W-, equal to the span of all Y/ii,, such that 
n = -k - I- 112. E& is the sum (not direct) of invariant subspaces V, , V, 
and V_, and 
vnv+= w,, vnv-= w-, v, f-l VP = (0). 
W, + W- is the kernel of gC (or ar) restricted to E+ = +l eigenspace of ys. 
W,, is inj?nitesimally unitarizable on W, and W-, with the unitary 
structure ((( . . .))) of Section 7.4. The induced actions of dU& on the 
quotients V, f W, and V-/W- (but not V/( W, + W-)) are infinitesimally 
unitarizable, with the unitary structures ((a, e)) and -((., a)), respectively. 
H:& is positive (negative) on W, (resp. W-), with the proper values 312, 
512, 712 ,... (resp. -312, -512, -712 ,... ). 
Now let w = -l/2, -312, -512 ,...., and let dU: act on E,f . Then Ez 
contains a nonzero finite-dimensional minimal invariant subspace F; Ez /F 
contains two minimal invariant subspaces W, and W_, on which Hz is 
strictlv positive and negative. The further quotient by W, @ W- is the direct 
sum of three irreducible subspaces V,, V, and V, and Hz is positive 
(negative) on V, ( VP). 
If w = 112, the same is true except that the initial finite-dimensional space 
is zero. 
The composition series for dU,j acting on E I,, in the case w + 112 is 
integral, has the same description as that above of dUz acting on Ez , except 
that if w= 312, W, is equal to the span of all !P,$;’ such that 
n = k + l+ 112; W- is equal to the span of all !P,&, such that 
n = -k - l- 312; and W, + W- is equal to the kernel of the Dirac operator 
acting on E-. 
The four irreducible invariant subspaces of E& and E& that span the 
kernel of gC as noted above are the only subspaces X of any of the E: 
invariant under any of the dU:(g), with the property that any f in X is 
determined by its restriction to a space-like surface t x S3. 
Proof The proof follows that of Corollary 5.5.6 of (I), and is based on 
the graphical representations in Figs. 1 and 2 of the scale actions dU$(S) in 
Table IV. This graphical summary is necessarily somewhat more elaborate 
than that in Section 5 of (I) for the scalar case, and is described below. 
dU,+ (S 1 Yir,, is generically a linear combination of four terms involving 
Y’ pqrs) where p = k f 1, s = n + 1, plus two terms involving ul,-,L, (h = + 1 
changes to h = -1) where p = k + 1 and s = n f 1. The genericity of these 
latter two terms is indicated by the < near “h = $1” in Fig. 1. The situation 
is similar for dU:(S) YiAn, which also involve Y&L,, where p = k - 1 and 
s = n k 1, explaining the > near “h = - 1” in Fig. 1. The six arrows on the 
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FIG. 1. Scale actions in U,: 
k+E 
FIG. 2. Scale actions in U;. 
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four rays in each half-plane ((k + 1, n)-plane) graphs, indicate when the coef- 
ficients of these terms vanish, and the notation is an embellishment of that 
for the scalar case. The only new convention are the parallel double arrows, 
e.g., “\\ on the line L: n = k + 1+ w, h = + 1, indicate that if (k + 1, n) is 
on L, dU,+(S) Y:,,, does not involve u/~~,,,,,,-, or !Pk;lllmn-,. The two 
arrowsonthelineL’:n=k+Z+3-w,h=+l,indicatethatif(k+I,n)is 
on L’, dU:(S) !?A!,,,, does not involve ‘Y: _ i,,,,,, + , or !Pi+’ ,,mn + 1. 
The nonunitarity of the induced action of dU& on V/(W+ + W-) (unlike 
the scalar case) follows from the uniqueness, within a scalar factor, of an 
invariant hermitian form on the space of an irreducible representation, and 
the evident indefiniteness of ((. , . )) on this space. Finally, the last assertion 
follows from inspection of the K-types of the composition series. 
VIII. THE FORM BUNDLE 
8.1. Preliminaries 
Diffeomorphisms of smooth manifolds act canonically on smooth forms 
over the manifold, and this action defines a representation of the 
diffeomorphism group. The restriction of this representation to the essential 
causal group G of the manifold fi defines the representation U that this 
section primarily concerns. According to the next result, this is an induced 
representation of the type earlier considered; however, this fact will not be 
used until the next section, a direct treatment of parallelization being quite 
convenient in the present section. 
SCHOLIUM 8.1. The action U of e on the space of d@erential forms of 
degree d is induced from the representation of P in the space of anti- 
symmetric tensors of rank d and conformal weight d. 
Proof It will suffice to treat the case of l-forms, since other inducing 
representations of U on forms of other degrees will be corresponding anti- 
symmetric tensor products of this representation with itself, and since the 
scalar case (d = 0) is evident. To compute the inducing representation it is 
convenient to use the isotropy group P of the fixed point 0 x --I of $I, 
relative to any formulation as R i x S3. The local action of G at this point, 
which is all that is involved here, is identical to that of G at the point --I of 
U(2), by virtue of the covering relations earlier indicated. Using the 
expression given in (I) for the imbedding of P in SU(2,2) (p. 85) it is 
straightforward to check the validity of the stated conclusion. 
Parallelization of forms, relations to Maxwell’s equations, etc., can be 
conveniently treated through the use of the standard l-forms /Ij defined by 
the equations pj(X,) = Sj, (j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3), and introduced in (I), to which 
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reference is made for some preliminaries. Some further development of the 
calculus of forms on fi in terms of this basis will facilitate the later analysis 
in this section. 
Noting that for arbitrary generators X and Y of G, (dU(X)/?)(Y) = 
/3( [X, Y]) + X($(Y)), /I being an arbitrary l-form, the following relations then 
follow directly from the definition of the ,fIj: for arbitrary j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 
dU(Y,) Pj = O, dU(X,) pj = 0, dU(Xi) Pj = 2Pk > dU(X,) Pj = O, 
dU(Xi) Pk = -2pi if i, j, k are in cyclic order. 
Since vector fields are canonically dual to l-forms, the action of U on I- 
forms induces a corresponding action on vector fields, taking the form (and 
denoting the extended action also as U): 
dU(X)Y = -[X, Y], 
where X is arbitrary in G and Y is an arbitrary smooth vector field. Using 
this fact and earlier relations for the fljBj, actions of dU(S) on the /Ij and alter- 
native presentations of the Xj and Yj are readily computed, and are collected 
in Table VII for later use. 
TABLE VII 
Relevant Basis Elements 
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The standard components of differential forms on fi are defined as those 
relative to the basis formed by products of the /Ij. Thus for a l-form A they 
are the functions Aj such that A = A,& + A,P, + A,/?, + A,/3,. Associated 
with any l-form A is the O-form N(A) defined by the equation 
N(A) L- - * d * A. It is useful to note the straightforward 
SCHOLIUM 8.2. For any l-form A, N(A) may be expressed in terms of 
standard components as 
N(A)=X,,Ao-X,A, -X,A,-X,A,, 
and d * A = -N(A) ~,~,~2~3. If A = d4 for a smooth function 4, then 
N(d#) = -0,qk (8-l 1 
It follows from the bi-orthogonality of the pj and the X, that for any 
smooth function f on M, 
df = k (X,f )pj. 
j=O 
Using this relation and those developed above it follows that for any l-form 
A (assumed smooth, as are all other in this section unless otherwise 
indicated) 
dW,)A = -V,Ao)Po- V,A,)P, - V,A, + u,)P, 
+ (-X,A, + WP,, 
which remains valid with cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. Using these relations 
repeatedly, the following relation results: 
dU(X: + X: + X:)A = (dA,)P, + (AA, - 4F,,) P, 
+ @A, - JF,,)P, + @A, - 4F,,)P,, (8.2) 
where the Aj are the standard components of A and the F, are the standard 
components of dA. The standard components of any given 2-form w are the 
F, defined by the equation 
w = i FojpoPj + C’ FijPiPj, 
j=1 
where C’ signifies summation over all values of i andj in cyclic order (i.e., 
12, 23, and 31) and Fji = -F, for all i and j. 
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A similar computation yields the expression for an arbitrary 2-form o 
wx&J = - V,F,J POP, - (X,F,, + 2F,,) POP, 
+ (--X,F03 + 2~o,)P,P, + (-X,F,* + 2F3,lP,P* 
- (X,F*,)P,P, - (X,F3, + 2P,,)P,P,. 
Repeated application of this yields the equation 
dU(X: + X: + X:)o = (LIP,, + 4(X,F,, - X,F,, - 2F,,))&,P, 
+ corresp. terms in /?,& and&p, 
+ @F,, + 4VJ23 -X,F,, - 2F,J>P,Pz 
+ corresp. terms in &fi3 and p,fi, . (8.3) 
In the case of a 3-formj the standard components are the j, defined by the 
equation 
j =.M4P2P3 +j,&A& +j2PoP3P, +jJUJ4. 
It is straightforward to verify that 
4= K& -XJ, -X,j, -JLWM~P2P3 
for any 3-form j. 
8.2. Maxwell’s Equations 
These equations, taking the form 
dw=O, d*w=O 
for a 2-form o, were shown by Bateman and Cunningham [3] to be confor- 
mally invariant in Ma. Here they are treated on fi in terms of their 
parallelization via standard components. 
THEOREM 7.1. A two-form w satisfies Maxwell’s equations if and only if 
its standard components F, satisfy 
J&F,, +X,F,, +X,F,, = 2Fo3, XJ,, + X,F,, +X$,3 = -2F,,, 
&,F,, + X,Fj, + X, F,, = 2F,, 3 XJ,, + X,F,, + X,F,, = -2F,,, 
K-J,, +X2’,, + XII;,, = =,,, X,F,, + X,F,, + X,F,, = -2F,, 
X,Fu + XP’j, + X,F,, = 0, X,F,, + X,Fo:,, + X,F,, = 0. (8.4) 
In terms of the complex quantities 
M, = eeit(F,, + iFgr), &fp = e”(F,, - iFq,), 
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where (p, q, I) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3), Eqs. (8.4) are equivalent to 
-iti, = M, + X,M, - X,M,, 
-i&l,=M,+X,M,-X,M,, 
-ia, = M, + X, M, - XZM,, 
X,M, + X,M, + X,M, = 0, (8.5) 
and the four other equations obtained by replacing Mj by fij and -i by i in 
(8.5). If the two-form o is real, then systems (8.4) and (8.5) are equivalent. 
Proof. This follows by use of the formulas 
dw = VP,, -X,F,, + W’,, - 2F03)P,,P#2 
+ (XP,, -X$,3 + XP,, - 2~dPoS2P3 
+ (XlFO3 -XJo, +XoF3, - 2~DAPO&PI 
+ (X,F,* + X,F*, + X*F,,)P1PJ49 
* OJ = Fo,P*& + FoAP, + ~cnP*& - F,,PoP, - F3IBOPZ - FdOP3, 
d* 0 = WOFO, -XP,3 +x,F3, + 2~12)POPA 
+ KJO, -X$31 + X,F,* + 2~23)8oPzP3 
+ (XPCU -X,F12 +x,F,, + 2~31)POPJ31 
+ WIFOI + XPO, + x,Fo,)P,P,P,. 
THEOREM 7.2. The standard components F, of a solution w of 
Maxwell’s equations satisfy the relations 
W,, = -2X,$,, 7 W’,, = 2&F,,, , 
and their cyclic permutations. The quantities Mj and fij, defined in Theorem 
7.1, satisfy the curved wave equation 
(UC+ l)Mj=(O,+ l)fij=O. 
Proof By combining Eqs. (8.4), it results that 
X;F,, = -X,X,F,, - X,X,F13 - 2X,,F,,, 
X:F,, =-X,X$,,, -X,X$,,,, 
X:4,, = -X,,X,F,, + X,X,F,, + 2X2F,,3, 
X:F,,,=X,,X3FF3, +X,X,F,,-2X,F,,. 
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Use now of [X0,X, ] = 0, [X, , X, 1 = -2X,, etc., implies q ,F,, = -2X,Fz3. 
The other equations follow similiarly. For example, 
(0, + 1) M, = -e~“(F,, + iF,,) - 2ie-“X,(F,, + iF,,) 
+ e~~“U,(F,, + iF,,) + emif(F,, + iF,,) 
= 0. 
COROLLARY 1.2.1. Any distribution solution of Maxwell’s equations on 
fi exists as a continuous map from R, to a fixed (i.e., time-independent) L,-
Sobolev space on S3; and is invariant under c (thus it is lifted up from fi). 
ProoJ The first statement follows from the previous theorem and the 
same conclusion for the curved wave equation, Theorem 5.5. It was further 
shown in (I) that any solution of the curved wave equation on @I is antisym- 
metric under the central element < (defined to act on R’ x S3 by translation 
in R ’ by rr and the antipodal map in S3). Since efi’ are also antisymmetric 
under c, it follows that the components F, are c-invariant; since the basis 
forms pi are also C-invariant, the same is true of the two-form solution. 
For certain purposes it is more convenient to treat Maxwell’s equations in 
terms of a l-form A, the “potential,” whose derivative &I is the 2-form 
solution. Thus the equations take the form d * dA = 0. 
THEOREM 1.3. A l-form A on fi satisfies d * dA = 0 if and only if 
&A, =X,N-2F,,, q ,A, = X,N- 2F,,, 
&A, =X,N- 2F,,, QA, =X,,N, 
where N=N(A)=X,,A,-X,A,-XzA2-X2A,, and Aj and F,, are the 
standard components of A and a!A. 
Conversely, given any distribution 2-form o on &l satisfying 
dw = d * cc) = 0, there exists a l-form A on M such that dA = w and such 
that N(A) = 0; A can be taken C” if cc) is such. 
ProoJ Given A and dw with the usual components Aj and Fi,i, one 
computes 
F, = X,,A, - XjAo for j= 1,2,3, 
and, e.g., 
F,,=X,A,-X,A,+2A3, 
so that 
a’* dA = @,A, -&N)P,PA + @,A, --X,N+ ~Fu)&I~& 
+ (W, --X,N+ 2~3,)/&&& + (W, -x,N+2F,JP,P,P,. 
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Conversely, given any such solution w, it may be assumed that w is C” 
for arbitrarily large n, by applying a sufficiently high inverse power of 
1 -Xi -X: - Xz -Xi. Since the relevant cohomology of U(2) vanishes, 
there exists a C” l-form A on @ such that o = &I. Now modify A by adding 
d# for some function 4; 4 will be chosen so that N(d#) = -N(A). Expand 
N(A) and 4 in terms of the complete orthogonal basis Pklmn. By (8.1) it 
follows that the above equation holds if and only if the coefficients tik,,,,,, can 
be chosen so that 
c-n’ + (k + w + z + 2)) h,mn = Nklmn 3 
the Nklmn being the expansion coefficients for N(A). Now the coefficient of 
4 k,mn above is nonvanishing with an inverse bounded by 1, except when 
n = k + I = 0. But N,,,, is proportional to the integral of N(A) over @, 
which vanishes on XjF for any distribution F. Thus the #k,mn can be solved 
for, and 4 will lie in the same L,-Sobolev space as N(A); in particular, it will 
be smooth if A is smooth. 
DEFINITION. A l-form solution A of Maxwell’s equations is said to be in 
the Lorentz gauge in case N(A) = 0. 
COROLLARY 7.3.1. Any l-form solution of Maxwell’s equations on A 
that is in the Lorentz gauge and is periodic in t with period some rational 
fraction of n is necessarily invariant under [. 
ProojI For any such A and j = 0, 1,2,3 
q ,A, =fj 
by Theorem 7.3, where& is invariant under [. By assumption, each Aj can be 
expanded in terms of the #k,mn, and, as in the previous proof, Cl, (and 5) acts 
on such Fourier coeffkients by multiplication by a strictly nonvanishing 
function. Thus, except for constant functions on l$ which are c-invariant, it 
follows that the Fourier components of Aj vanish whenever the 
corresponding ones offj do. Thus A, is also c-invariant. 
The next theorem evaluates the enveloping algebra element L, in the 
representation U, restricted to l- and 2-forms, particularly in the Maxwell 
subrepresentations. 
THEOREM 7.4. Given any l- and 2-forms A and o with t& standard 
components Aj and F,, 
dW,)w = (Q-F,,, - W,F,, --x,Fo, - 2Fo,))P,P, 
+ corresp. terms in /3,,& and && 
+ RF- ‘&&F,3 -X,F31- 2F,,))P,P, 
+ corresp. terms in &,& and &/3,, 
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dwa = ck4l) PO + (44 1 + 2J-,,I P, 
+ @A + 2F,,)P, + (W, + 2F,,)P, 
(the F, in the latter equation being components of aTA). In particular, if w 
satisfies the Maxwell equations, then 
dU(L,)w = 0, 
andifd*dA=O, then 
dU(L,)A = d(N(A)). 
Proof. This follows directly from Eq. (8.2), (8.3), (8.4), and 
Theorems 7.2 and 7.3. 
IX. THE FERMI AND YUKAWA LAGRANGIANS 
9.1. Introduction 
Local multilinear or sesquilinear invariants of fields, known in the physics 
literature as Lagrangians, are important in the theoretical treatment of 
interacting systems. Conventionally the integrated Lagrangian, the integral 
over M, of a “Lagrangian density” and a more physical and unique quantity 
than the latter, is a formal scalar invariant. The integral, however, lacks well- 
defined mathematical existence; it evidently diverges for generic smooth 
sections and indeed its convergence over all of M, is quasionable ven when 
sections satisfying partial differential equations associated with the 
Lagrangian are involved. Here rigorous and conceptually simple coun- 
terparts to the well-known Lagrangians involved, quite formally, in the work 
of Fermi and of Yukawa, are treated using the compactness of a and its 
finite covers. 
In the formal theory the invariance of the integrated Lagrangian is 
inherently not a rigorous result. In the present context it is mathematically 
clear-cut and follows from the general considerations of Section VI together 
with corresponding features of the spinor and form bundles. With 
appropriate limitations on conformal weights, invariance under (?i and 
anticipated transformation properties under discrete symmetries are readily 
established. For general conformal weights there is naturally only is- 
invariance. 
Since M, is canonically imbedded in ti as an open dense submanifold, 
integration over M, and &I are closely connected. The stable subspaces of the 
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bundles thus far treated are lifted up from finite covers of M (e.g., from lW4) 
in the case of the stable spinor bundle with “massless” subspace treated in 
Section 7). Such finite covers, denoted here as l&, contain canonically a 
finite number of disjoint copies of M,, whose union is dense. This number, 
equal to the degree of the covering, may be arbitrarily large. The infinite 
cover a is thus in a sense approximable by the l& but it is not yet known 
whether it is the locus of non-trivial stable bundles; it will not be treated in 
this section. 
9.2. The General Fermi and Yukawa Lagrangians 
Both the Fermi and Yukawa Lagrangians involve spinor currents, which 
in the present context are sections of the tensor product of the spinor bundle 
with its dual. For mathematical intelligibility and generality they are 
presented primarily in slightly abstract forms requiring some preliminary 
definitions. 
DEFINITIONS. Consider a bundle over 6$, induced from a representation 
of P possibly extended by discrete symmetries. Such a bundle is quasi- 
unitary in case there is given in the representation space R of the inducing 
representation R a non-degenerate (but not necessarily definite) sesquilinear 
and hermitian inner product that is invariant under the restriction of R to the 
unimodular Poincare group p,. It is required in addition that the inner 
product ((a, e)) invariant under P,, be invariant also under the discrete 
symmetries in the inducing group, within sign and/or complex conjugation. 
Two quasi-unitary bundles are the same (resp. equivalent) except for 
weight if their inducing representations, when restricted to PO, and invariant 
inner products, are the same (resp. quasi-unitarily equivalent). A pseudo- 
form bundle is one equivalent in this sense to a form bundle. 
The canonical interaction Lagrangian between two quasi-unitary bundles 
that are the same (resp. equivalent) is the sesquilinear form, defined relative 
to a given space-time factorization for A, by the equation 
UK V=j$W), p’(u))) d,u, (9.1) 
where Y and Y’ are sections in the curved parallelization (resp. the same 
expression with Y’ replaced by its quasi-unitary transform in the first 
bundle). 
Given a quasi-unitary bundle over &l, a current is a section of the tensor 
product of the bundle with its dual. More generally, a current relative to a 
given ordered pair of quasi-unitary bundles is a section of the tensor product 
of the first with the dual of the second, which tensor product is called the 
current bundle relative to the given ones. 
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A Fermi Lagrangian is the canonical one between currents of copies of 
spinor bundles. A Yukawa Lagrangian is the canonical one between the 
current bundle of copies of spinor bundles and a pseudo-form bundle. 
The following scholium gives conditions under which Fermi and Yukawa 
Lagrangians are &invariant. To facilitate its statement, it is convenient to 
note the following variant of a well known result of Brauer and Weyl [7]. 
LEMMA 9.1. The tensor product of the spin representation of the 
orthochronous unimodular Poincare’ group pirtho (i.e., fi,, extended by P) with 
its dual is quasi-unitarily equivalent to a unique direct sum of reweighted 
pseudo-form bundles, each occurring with multiplicity 1, of degree 0, I,..., 4. 
The projection of the tensor product space RSPi, @ R,,,, onto the subspace 
transforming under pzrtho equivalently to i-forms (i = 0, l,..., 4) will be 
denoted as Pi. 
SCHOLIUM 9.2. Let Yj denote arbitrary smooth sections of the spinor 
bundles of (real) weights wj over fi* in the curved parallelization relative to 
a given space-time factorization of a (j= 1, 2, 3,4). Let the gi 
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3,4) be arbitrary constants. Then the Fermi Lagrangian 
is g-invariant, and is e-invariant provided w, + w2 + w3 + w, = 4. 
If moreover Gi denotes an arbitrary smooth section of the pseudo-form 
bundle of weight vi and degree i on 6$, then the Yukawa Lagrangian 
L(yt 1 yz, @> = 1 5 gi((Pi( y,(u) 0 Y,(U)), @i(U)‘)) d,u, tif,i=O 
where the prime denotes the element of the range of Pi corresponding to 
Qi(x) via the equivalence of Lemma 9.1, is R-invariant, and is &invariant 
provided w, + w2 + vi = 4 (for all i). 
Proof. The g-invariance is immediate from the R-invariance of the 
measure together with Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 9.1. The full &invariance 
under the indicated condition on the weights follows now from Corollary 
6.1.1. 
9.3. Some Specific Fermi and Yukawa Lagrangians and Their Discrete 
Symmetry Transformation Properties 
The foregoing general considerations may be exemplified by prototypical 
cases that are “specific” in the sense that all the gi except one are taken to 
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vanish. The Lagrangians take a more familiar form if the anti-linear map 
x -+ x# from the representation space of R to that of R is used, rendering the 
currents interpretable as between particles and anti-particles. 
The original Fermi vector Lagrangian is the case i = 1. If Y, and Y, are 
sections of an R,-bundle, then the projection P, carries Y, @ fl into the 
Lorentz vector with components j, = ((yA Y’, , ul,))‘. The resulting 
Lagrangian takes the form IG, ((j(u),j’(u))) dqu, where ji differs from j, 
only in the replacement of Y, and Yy, by Yy, and ul,; the inner product 
between the resulting vectors is the Lorent-invariant one. The Lagrangian is 
G-invariant only when the sum of the weights wi is 4. 
To determine the transformation properties of Lagrangians under discrete 
symmetries it is useful to note the 
LEMMA 9.3. For arbitrary x, y in C4, 
QW’)x, W)Y))’ = ((x, Y>>‘, @Wad W-IYY = (Cc Y))‘, 
@(C)x, R(C)y))’ = - GY))‘, 
((~sW’)x, R@‘)Y))’ = -((Y~x,Y))‘, ((YEW& WJY)) = Gsx-Y))‘, 
ww)xJw)YY = ((YSXYYY. 
ProoJ This is straightforward and is omitted. 
COROLLARY 9.2.1. The original Fermi Lagrangian is invariant under P, 
and transformed into its complex conjugate by T and C. 
Proof. The parallelized forms of T, C, and P were given in Section 7.8. 
The stated transformation properties of T and C then follow from 
Lemma 9.3, the commutativity of R(C) with the yj, and the relations 
R(T)YO=-YOR(T), R(T)Y~=IJ~R(T) forj= 1,293. 
Invariance under P requires additional argument because U(P) has the 
space-dependent multiplier 
0 
-w-l -7-l ) = -R(P) (7-l GmI), WE SU(2). 
Noting that this multiplier commutes with yo, and using Lemma 9.3, it 
suffices to show that the expression 
has a value that is independent of WE SU(2) for arbitrary vectors Yj 
(j = I, 2, 3,4) in C4. This follows from the fact that conjugation by such 
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(r k) transforms the yj, and hence also their matrix elements, according to 
an orthogonal transformation in R3, which preserves the Euclidean inner 
product. 
The Yukawa Lagrangian in the case in which all gi except i = 1 vanish, 
which was used originally in quantum electrodynamics (apart from the 
kinetic energy of the electron), couples a pseudo-one-form, say A, with 
standard components A, (A = 0, 1, 2, 3), with the earlier noted current 
j, = ((yn Y,, Y,)) determined by !P, @ !Pr. It then takes the form 
(9.2) 
Invariance under discrete symmetries is here discussed under the assumption 
that their action on pseudo-forms is by induction from P’ x Z, to e ’ X Z,, 
as treated generally in Corollary 4.1.3. The actions of P, C, and T on the 
basic one-forms at the inducing point 0 x -I are defined as follows: 
W’)Po =Po, R(P)pj = -fij (j = 1, 2, 3); 
R(C) = complex conjugation; R(T) = -R(C) R(P). 
COROLLARY 9.2.3. The Yukawa Lagrangian (9.2) is P-invariant; 
transformed into its complex conjugate by T, and transformed into its 
negative complex conjugate by C. 
ProoJ: Corollaries 4.1.3 and 4.1.7 show that the action of T and C on 
fields involve only constant multipliers, equal to those at the inducing point. 
The indicated transformation properties for T and C then follow from 
Lemma 9.3. 
As earlier the action of P on fields is space-dependent. Using Lemma 9.3 
and the anti-commutativity of R(P) with the yj (j = 1, 2, 3), P-invariance 
reduces to the independence from WE SU(2) of the expression 
where g = /I((0 x W) 2 0) and R and R’ denote the respective inducing 
representations. As earlier this reduces in turn to the euclidean invariance of 
scalar products of euclidean vectors. 
Remark. If the spinor fields have the weights 3/2 (sometimes called the 
“canonical dimension”) and A is a strict one-form and so of weight 1, 
Lagrangian (9.2) is G-invariant, by Scholium 9.2. This may be construed as 
a mathematical version of what is known in the physical literature as the 
conformal invariance of massless quantum electrodynamics. However, the 
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formal Lagrangian associated with the latter interacting fields, which differs 
from that given by Eq. (9.2) only in the replacement of l%, by M, and in the 
use of the flat in place of the curved parallelization, is not clearly convergent 
even when the Yy, and YZ are taken as solutions of the massless Dirac 
equation and A as a solution of the Maxwell equations. When formulated 
precisely as given by (9.2), however, the Lagrangian is convergent, confor- 
mally invariant, and dependent only on the “electromagnetic field” dA 
associated with A, in accordance with “gauge invariance.” It can moreover 
be shown that for any normalizable solutions of the massless Dirac and 
Maxwell equations on M, there are corresponding solutions of the 
corresponding equations on Mc4’ or any higher covering. 
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p. 132, Table VII: The L, should have boldface L’s. 
p. 137, Corollary 5.5.2: The 1 in the factor (-n + 1 + k + 2 - W) should 
be changed to 1. 
p. 138, Table X: The factor l/2 in the fourth term of the expression given 
for -S Ink/m) should be changed to l/4, like the previous three terms. A 
similar factor of l/4 should be inserted in the fourth term of the expression 
for up i U, (nklm). The S in U,(S) should be boldface. 
p. 139, line 9: Change “subspace” to “subspaces.” 
p. 140, line 6: W should be W. The containing paragraph is part of 
Corollary 5.5.6 and should also be italicized. 
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p. 5262, Table 1, bottom line: x, should be x2. 
